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INTRODUCTION

In 1974. a study from the Center for'Applied Linguistics by
Mary' Levy and others concluded that "the supply of linguists at
the doctoral level will continue to exceed demand." It -trade the
point that linguists can "contribute toward needed...materials
(and)...training in the uncommonly taught languages and area
studies." Based on information'gathered from.working linguists,
graduate students, and department heads, that study focused, 'for
the most-part, on linguistic positions in academia.

I

Two years before the.dAL studyt he first alarm was,Soudded,
by Roger Shuy at the 25th annual Georgetown University Round -

Table. He said, "As a result of its isolative behavior,
linguistics is now beginning to suffer from not having a natural
apprenticeship domain, making it difficult for graduates too find
work." Shuy argued that the linguist must overcomekeeiingi of
"elitism and discover methods of breaking into such areas as
information processing and retrieval, medicine, psychiatry, --

lexicography, publishing, the communications industry, and edu-
cational consulting. "' Shuy's words, indeed prophetic, rind just
as. true today as they did in 1974. N.

.

Early in 1979, the Ph.D Program in" Linguistics at the
Graduate Center of the City University of New York, acutely
awareof the diminishing number of linguistics positions, in aca-
"clemia, started explyring alternatives, and there were many. .

From the unique perspective of New York City, a microcosm of the
world in so many ways, we looked at-the alternatives in the
city; the publishing centers, the communications centers, the
business end,banking centers, ,and the largest public educational
system in the world. All seemed to ache for linguistic applica:
tions and solutions. Many discussion::: later, we had an acronym:
GRAUL (Graduate Program in.Appliedand Urban Linguistics`).
Then, it clicked-- almost in the manner of a Busby Berkeley
"pet's-put-ori-a-show!" movie plot. at we needed was a con-
ference to focus on the careers in e nonacademic areas that we
had isolated for GRAUL. Realizing the timeliness and the
general concern of'theemployal4lity of linguists; we solicited



the support of the Executive Committee of the Linguistic Society

if America. Litters were exchanged and LSPiand the dUNY Ph.D

Program in Linguistics agreed to co-sponsor two panels at the

1981 AnAual Meeting of LSA to be held at the Grand Hyatt, just ,

down the street from the CUNY Graduate Center.

The CAREERS Planning Committee, which I headed, committed

itself to this-auspicimis collaboration and sharpened its focus.

Coincidentally we decided to zero in on most of.thol areas to

which Shuy referred-in 1974. Relying on input from the LSA

Executive Comthittee and Secretariat and contacts by members of

the* CAREERS Planning Committee, a suitable dichotomy emerged- -

two panels, one devoted to "What Linguists Can Do" and the othe.r

to "What Linguists Are Doing." The first panel would include

nonlinguists, all leaders in their special areas and familiar

with what linguists do. The second would include linguists

employed or currently active in these nonacademic areas. The

field of lexicography received extra treatment through the

efforts df Dr. Arthur Bronstein and the staff of the Office of

the President'of the Graduate Center. Over 30 English dic-

'
tionarieswere donated to the Graduate Center library and were

placed on exhibit there during the LSA Annual Meeting.
u

WHAT LINGUISTS CAN DO.(Panel 1)

In hizpe56ing remarks; Dr. Arthur Bronstein ?ointed out

that only a small percentage of trained linguists secure

- teaching positions and tenure. ThoSe. whoodo not must look at

other ways to use their linguistic training. These panels
.

represent some of the other sources of employment for linguists...

. Dr. Fred Mish, Editorial Director of G. and C. Merriam Cd.,

spOlte about the sort of lexicography with which he had exper-

ience, editing monolingual English dictionaries. Mish commented

on the Possible need for linguists in the area of bilingual lexi-

6' cOgraphy, an area outside hisrown experience, but,he -4autipned

that the making of general dictionaries is not a "major growth

industry." Yet, it is not stringent in its requirements: It

requires certain ciiia],ities ef mind and temperament; clear, con-

cise writing ab4lity; and'patiefice and persistence in lonely

work. LinguIsts.might be able to make some contributions to

lexicography, Mish suggested, particularly by developing new

taxonomies of "grammatical functions; and "semantic properties"

o, words if they, are better than the traditional parts-of-speech '

taxonomies found in current dictionaries. The development of a

low-level learner's dictionary, neither bilingual nor advanced,

may await the magic touch of linguist4. But, Mish contended, if

linguists are to make a more significant contribution to,

tionary-making, they must be able-to overcome the bias that

.\treatMent o9 the lexicon.is an "intellectual backwater." The
0-
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linguist's contribution to lexicography will not be knowne Mish
concluded, until more linguists work in the field.

Inlhis.remarks, Dr.. W. O. Baker, Chairman of the Board
(retired) of Bell abs,p covered a wide range in the areas of
information processing and retrieval, communications, and auto-
maticNagech. He emphasized that modern industry already
recognizes the skills of linguists. For 20 years, the telecom-
munications industry has used a system that is based on a care-
ful reckoning of language pauses. He cited another need--the
mintmum bandwidth for speech intelligibility and digital
encoding. New applications of linguistics in this fast growing
industry lie in the automa-tization of commerce, e.g., robotic
manufacturing 'and computers in the handling of trade and ser-
vices. "While the dependence of data processing on machines is
well-established, the convergence of this with language handling
is still at an early stage," he asserted. Yet, the study of
natural language has already bad an impact-on computers, leading
to new examinations of Computer language; and has seen a 7% gain
in production among manufacturers with computer support at a
time when labor productivity in otherareas has declined. With-
in the concept of information standards, there must be language
standards as well, and linguists have much to contribute to
"formatting" and processing standards. Baker concluded that
"language is supposed to tell meanings," and he welcomed
linguists to inhal?it the new frontier.

Dr. Frank J. Macchiaroli, Chancellor of the New,York City
Public Schools, spoke about the common dilemma that linguistics
shares with the other huge/ties and the social sciences: The
future for most'Ph.D's in these fields rests significan'ily out-
side higher education and will require greater flexibility in ,

their doctOral preparation'. Also required by outside circum-
... stances is the need for "more practical orientation, for both

the (Ph.D.) Student and the prograth Draining that student."

Within primer* ana secondary education, a strong base bin

linguistics would prove invaluable, specifically in bilingual
education; testing, and counseling. Macchiarola concluded .that-
for a linguist, like any job-hunter, the major task is to find
within"yourself some appropriate skills that can be taken to
that job."

The next area covered was language policy by.--Dr. Tracy
Gray, Director ofthe Office of Language and Public Policy at
the Center for Applied Linguistids. She outlined three areas- -
how linguists can become better lobbyists, what skills-are
'needed, and what the chances are for employment. Since the
Consolidation Act of 1981, many decisions affecting language and
language policy will be made on'the state and local levels, and
linguists, if they rare to repoliticize themselves, have much-to

vii



contribute to the formu lation of this legislator. . In order to

influence public.policy, Gray mentioned) four,"musts": 1') Know

the legislators; 2) keep them informed; 3) know-the legislative
schedule.; and 4) find an organization to support your efforts.
In the axes of public policy, "the need for advocates with exper-

tise ,in linguistics is increasing," and with tOt tightening of
federal monies, the next%few years will !witness the formulation
of more coalitions and interest groups in the area of education

and- language. Linguists can lead the ranks if they so choose."

Mr. Lothar Simon represented the field of publishing.

Drawing on his years of experience with Longman and Mouton and
his own publishingendeavors, Simon focused his remarks on edu-
catidnal publishing, which is "somewhat less subject to the ups

and downs of the ,economy," although at the present time there

is a lot of change among publishing companies. The area of ESL

and EFL ptiblishing is a growing field. Since there are very few

college programs that train people for publishing, a linguist is
pest off "tryihg to get in Whichevertway is possible." But if

one is to succeed, one must think beyond linguistics. If\a

linguist chooses to be an editor, there are two types - -1) -those
who make the decisions abolt what manuscripts to publish (acqui-
sitions) and 2) "desk". editors. Beyond editing, linguists could

explore copy writing, marketing (the ability to use language
conyincingly), production, publishing finances, and general

management. The-best ways to get into publishing-Are through
personal contact, authorship,,freelanoe work, consulting, and
bolok-selling, but in order to get ahead, one must not 141 afraid

to serve an apprenticeship"po "get one'b hands dirty."
Linguists, being adept at using language, applying logic, and

conducting research, are, Simon felt, particularly fitted for

publishing.

The last speaker was Mr. Alan Westaway, the Training
Officer and Deputy chief of the English Service of the United
Nations in New York, who represented the area of translation.
Westaway explained the Translation and Conference Services at
the U.N., giving the six offical languageS and the number of

people who work in each Language service as translators. He

then.spelled out the requirements: native speaker of the
language, university training, broad backgrouhd,end A passing

score on an official 'examination and an interview. The most

valuable combination of Language expertise, Westway stated, is

the combination of French and Russian. Going to a translation

school would also be useful. The different.e4nks, responsibili-
tieS, and salaries of U.N. translators were inMr. Westaway's,
concluding words.

( Dr. Fromkin's statement at the end of the first panel

0
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pointed out other areas where linguists work (in medicine, with
aphasics, with deaf and deaf-blind; in neurosurgery, to mention
only a few).

WHAT LINGUISTS ARE DOING (Panel 2)

' Dr. G. Richard Tucker, Director of the Center for Applied
Linguistics, opened'the panel by citing two problems-that lin-
guists face: 1) the peed to provide more information to lin-
guists regarding realistic employmbnt opportunities outside
education and 2) the need to provide more "consciousness-

raising" to prospective employers outside the acadexhic sphere.
He then went on to suggest that linguists could contribute

directly to the solution of social problems through legal and
political processes, through involvement in the community out-
side academia, and through comprehensive basic .training in the
areas of theory and research. In short, properly trained
linguists should .be able to "apply a series of techniques and
skills to new situations."

Dr. Norma Rees, Dean of Graduate Studies at the CUNY
a

Graduate Center, spoke about some of the ways linguists art '-
active in the aFeas of speech pathology, audiorogy, and com-
munication disorZers. The positive influences.of linguistics on
theseereas included the movement to a more embracing view of
Anguage developments opposed to speech development and 'the

view that language consists not only of sounds but of a set of
rules for generating grammatical utterances. Linguistics, she
stated, has produced a broader perspective on language in such

areas as aphasia, child langbage disorders, hearing loss, the
pragmatics of Language, autism and emotional disturbances, lan-
guage disorders in minority children and laryngectomized per-
sons. The analysis of sign language systems and the needs-of

,

nonspeaking populations have receimed helpful treatment through
linguistics. Linguists, Rees emphaized, are already active in
these areas, and, more importantly, clinicians are turning to
linguiSts for help.

The Editor-in-Chief of Random House diCtionaries, Mr*:
Stuart Flexner, spoke about what linguists are currently doing
in. lexicography. He estimated that among the six to eight dic-
tionary publishers in the United States, there may be as many as
40 positions for linguists, and they concern themselves with
ouch matters .as pronunciation, the'definition of grammatical

terms, the,variout languages, dialectal varia4on, and etymdl-
ogy. Other areas of publishing that attract linguists are
foreign language publishing, textbooks, editing) consulting, and
elementary and high school programs. in reading, writing, and
spelling. Publishing in these areas is based heavily. on lin-

guistics, Flexner concluded, and linguists are needed.

ix



Dr. 'Mark Liberman from Bell Laboratories broadly addressed

the,, linguistic opportunities in the area of computers. Liberman

talked about the importanceof using the computer in the various
kinds of research oh language and the increased use of computers.
He circumscribed three general areas of opportunity for 'lin-

gflksts In computers: 1) speech recognition or synthesis, 2)

text-processing, and 3) artificial linguage des gn.* Liberman's
advice to linguists looking for jdlos in the comp ter field:

Focus on the computer job you want and go.for it. Prepare your"-

self by taking math and computer science. Liberm n suggested

that academicians include basic research or exploratory develop-

ment in graduate training. To LSA, Liberman suggested that the
compilation of statistics on the number of linguists in the com-
puter field would be edifying, not only to linguists but to the

people who might hire linguists.

The Manager of4the Document Design Center at the American
statutes for Research in Washington,- Dr. Robbih Battison,

discussed the.tr4nsition from an academic to a nonacademic job,

which involves a change of attitudes. He then moved to a dis-

cussion of his work w4th "plain English" and hoy his work aims

to make business and governmentaldocuments easier to under-.

stand. Battison pointed out some differences he has encountered

in chagging to a nonacademic career: greater accountability for

use of time, greater accountability for actions and results, the

necessity for teamwork and review, and the "proprietary" nature

of one's endeavors. Battison's advice to students: Be prepared

to explain your work to ani audience repeatedly; learn to write;

develop your -individuality; promote yourself; publish your dis-

sertation; and never send a vitae to a nonacademic employer.
(Send' a resume with a cover letter.) Battison spoke optimisti-

cally about linguistic jobs in the nonacademic sector because,

the world today, As on the move with people speaking different

languages and because people keep inventing new products that

require.trained people to make, repair, service, and operate

them.

Dr. William Labov, professor of Linguistics at the Univer-

sity of pennsylvania,,emphasized that linguists can contribute

to the "general welfare'" by participating in _legal and political

processes where language is at issue. He spoke of the applica-

tion of linguistics to the teaching of languages,-to reading and

writing, to bilingual education, and how research in historical

linguistics, syntax, semantics, dialectology, and phonology

could .be applied to public issues of injutice and inequality.

There are-many ways, Labov contended, that linguistic research

can.be brought to bear on such social issues as those which

deal with Black minorities, 'Appalachian speakers, Native
--f Americlns, or other linguistic minorities. All research, no

matter how abstract, cart have social applications if it is used

x
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in the right way. In conclusion, Labovl referred to a certain
unanimity among linguists: There is agreement on the
necessity of standard languages but'no when these standard
languages become barriers to social mo

Dr. Marcia Farr from the NatiOnal Institute of Elpation
spoke of the three broad program areas of NIE: the teaching-and
learning program, (Farr's program), school organization and edu-
catibnal policy, dissemination and research on dissemination.
Within Farr's area NAihere are teams for reading, writing, and
language learning. About1ta75% of the staff are hired' from uni-
versities, and they work outside an academic system'mithout hope
of tenure, vulnerable to the winds of political change. Two
means exist,for supporting research: a grants competition and a
request for proposals (a direct call for a certain kind of
research). Farr pointed out that working for a governmentalo
agency requires vorking as a team and.educating those in higher

' positions without entanglin4 jargon. Farr remains optimistic
for the hiring of linguists in futitre years, but-current admi-
nistrative stringencies do not appear hopeful. Farr suggested .

exploring independent foundations, which fund similar kinds of
research, and corporations, which are begintling to take an
interest in funding educational research.

kr.

9

Comments and questions from the floor mentioned other areas
of concern for linguists like the teaching of "untraditional"

populations, maintaining research interests after crossing over
from an academic to a nonacademic institution, suggestions as to
what computer science courses would be useful for linguists,

entrepreneurial or consulting linguistics, the importance of
promoting oneself through one's research, a reassessment of the
linguistic possibilities in computers, and mobility in finding a
jobsin linguistics.

Conclusions

From this special event on nonacademic careers in
linguistics, various needs have become more sharply focused.3,
There is a need to "infiltrate," td ube Shuy's .1974 term, other
career areas. TO do this, linguists, di,esting themselves of
appearances of eIitisItt, must make their skills, products, and
seryices,more viable to a nonknowing market. Preparatory
programs need to link up theory and practice more closely; spe-

cifically, linguists must know hew to gather and analyze data,
design research, and readily adapt to Changing circumstances.
"L'art pour l'art," although imtcinsicallr'and epistemologically
rewarding, can no longer be considered adequate if linguists are
to improve their employability and increase ttie number of posi-
tions to'be filled by them. Prospective employers will have to
knot, how linguists can help them Vake better products or ren- _

xi
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der better services. -TerheiSs part of the answer also lies in

the telephone company's phrase, "Reach out and touch someone."

If more linguists reach out and touch the world around them,

perhaps 'they can make it a better'place and, at the same tile,

make for thems/elves,a better place in it.. This special event,

CAREERt, IN LINGUISTICS: NEW HORIZONS, was only a tentative

beginning, but the Boor to the world is ajar, and the breeze is

refreshing.

p
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PART I: WHAT LINGUISTS CAN DO

,

DR. VICTORIA A. FROMKIN, Secretary - Treasurer, Linguistic Society
of America.

The problem that you are going to be discussing is the
future not only for linguists but for otherscholars and other
peoplef in the humanities and social sciences in our country today;
There are similar meetings taking place throughout the country.

am delighted that the Linguistic Society can loin with others

in looking for ways that those of us whom some people think are
in ivory towers-can,actually come down, because we really don't
feel like we're in ivory towers.. The world needs linguists and
linguists need the world.

4
DR. ARTHUR BRONSTEIN, Executive Officer, Ph.D. Program in
Linguistics, City University of New York Graduate Center.

Our Ph.D. degrees prepared
/
many of us to do research, to

teach linguistic concepts, to argue and to defend different
theories of what language is, or languages aren't, how and why
they are formed or develop, how they function. We became lin-
guists who replaced linguists who were our teachers. And we
have grown up training those Who will, or should, replace us.
The difference now is that we are no longer as sure of our role.
Will our students be able to replace us? Are we training too
many for so few slots? Are university administrations, granting
agencies, research centers as able to absorb our trained people
as we have assured? What are we training our graduates for, if
too many of them haye no rear opportunity to apply what they .

will have learned? Learning for learning's Sake is not a bad
idea. It never was'and it won't be. But that is not the answer
we give today to students who are studying linguistics to uti-
lize it in slightly different productive And effective ways.

The statrstios%gatheredeby the Modern Language Association
in annual surveys since 1977 are)not encouraging for new Ph.D.'s
seeking teaching positions. For example, in 1978, 99% of the
Ph.D. granting departments it English, foreign languages,

,linguistics', and-comparative literature reported that of their
most ecent Ph.D.'s, 64% inEnglish,and 58% in all other fields

A
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were able to find, full -time positions in postsecondary teaching.

Two-thirds of the'grouP that found full-time teaching jobs, or

approximately 40%, tad positions that cozld lead to tenure, and

only aysmall fraction of this group are expected to eventually

receive tenure. The prospects for permanent employment in

teaching 'are consequently slim. About two-fifths of the recent

Ph.D.'s, according 'to the surveys of that society, are now

studying in ,postdoctoral programs, employed part-time, employed

in nonacademic jobs, or unemployed.

Grant funds- are already becpming harder to get in lin-

guistics. Tenure.is harder to get. Those with under five

years of teaching now have to compete for the same teaching

posts with those whose degrees are closer to seven or ten years

/old. Those of us who,CaSS-17.to be linguists know we have some-

thing to offer that 4s valuable and that is needed.' Some of

us will continue to prepare for and be accepted for positions,

andeven tenure, in postsecondary education. Others -will look

for and find other ways of using our training. This evening we

are going to find some of the ways. 4

0
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LEXICQGRAPHY

.DR. FREDERICKG. MISH. Editorial Director, G. and C, Merriam
Co. since 1978; editor of the Merriam-Webster _Book of the World
and one of several editors on others.

4

I can speak about'only.that sort of lexicography of which 'I .
have some experience,_ namely the editing of general,' commercial,

monolingualthat is to say English--dictionaries, and the scope
, 5,06 of my remarks is restricted in three important ways. Since my

company Largely confines itself to general dictionaries' of
varying sizes and audiences, and its few specialized word books
are largely of a-recreational nature, I cannot Comment on the
problems and opportunities which exist in the making of spe-

cialized dictionaries ofi the sort published by McGraw-Hill.-, for
example. Our dictiona4essare commercial, not scholarly. I'

hasten to add that ye intend them to be based on sound schol-
*- arship, and*we plan and execute them with considerable care.

But if they lust make their way in the world by appealing to the
book-buying public at large, the work that goes into them is not
supported by subventions from private:or public funds.

I assume that it is still possible-, and will continue to be,
possible, for lucky and distinguished linguists pursuing a tra-
sditional career within the academy o do important work in
scholarly lexicography, to produce'the dictionaries that are
important to scholars of language, literature, and a numh;er of
other disciplines, and which can sustain'themselves on the .

backlist of a university or some similar press. An outstanding
example of such alinquist is Frederick Cassidy of the
University, of Wisconsin, whose Work in the DictionlYy of

Jamaican English, and whose editorship of the Dictionary of .

Americanlegional English, are well-known. I assume further
that there is work to be done in Commercial-bilingual lexi-
cography, for Which advanced, training in linguistics, along with °

a detailed mastery of the structure and vocabulary of specific
languages, equips one very well indeed: But I have no way of
knowing how numerous such opportunities are, iitetner-they can
properly be'called career opportunities, or whtqe they are
chiefly, to be sought. So I return to the making of commercial
English dictionaries as a possible source of careers for.

, linguiStse With respect,to that question, I have some good news
and some bad. First, the bad news.

3
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There are really no career opportunities in my

kind of lexicography. There'never have been. And frankly, I do

not see the making Of general dictionaries as a major growth
d

industry in our ti-Me7 -A -stu-dent-wro,te-to -me-several years ago

to ask about careers in dictionary work; I remember telling him

that it sometimes seemed to me that all the workinglexico-
graphers in the country could fit in a pholis booth. chahces to

gain practical experience may occur whenever a new dictionary

,, project is undertaken, and several publishing houses have

entered the general dictionary field in recent years. But these

chances do not necessarily lead to careers. -careers in commer-

cial lexicography are chiefly in a few publishing houses, houses

that have a serious long-term commitment to publishing didtion-

aries, e.g., Random House, Simon 6 Schuster, Houghton-Wflin,

perhaps a few others in addition to my own, and a small group of-

sturdy independent organizations like those headed by Clarence

Barnhard and Mr. awrence Urdang. I mean no slight to any

publisher or editorial organization whose name I haven't

mentioned;, I simply mean to typify and exemplify.

Of the positions occasionally available with One or more of

these organizations, a,few are best suited to those with degrees

in linguistics or,with substantial study in a certain area of

linguistics. I am thinking here of people like a pronunciation

editor, who must really know a-fair amount about phonetics and

phonology, as well as have a good ear for English sounds as he

hears Chem. Or an etymologist,.whose advanced degree might

technically be in Romance languages, or classics, or Old Englisif,

but who has a sound background in historical linguistics.

Most of the positions on a dictionary staff do not demand

linguists, hpwever. And a few positively eXClude linguists.

Thosevilp write definitions of terms in the natural sciences and

the allied technologies must have their primary study in one or

several such fields, Linguists may do very well as general

definers, of course; but so may other people from othdt

disciplines. It is hard, in fact, to think of any serious field

of study that could nbt produce suitable candidates for

defining. In my,company, the professional staff generally runs

between 20 and 30. Other organizations may have larger staffs,

but _I would not guess by much, and most, I feel 'gum, would

usually be smaller. So you ,can see that this fair field is not

full of folk. It is best to come'to the editing of dictionar*

expecting to find a substantial share of one's satisfaction in

the usefulness of the work itself.

What skills do linguists need to develop to become lexico-

graphers? Herriam'stformal requirements for potential defipers

are notmany, no are

K4

they elabprate. One must be a native=

speaker of Engli h, and one must be a graduate with a strong'

academic record from a reputable four-year college or univer-

4
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city. Beyond those formalities, lexicograpI demands not so
,much achieved skills, as qualities of mind and temperament,
though such basic and increasingly hard to find skills as clear

A-
and concise writing never come amiss to a definer.

Working with citations (examples of English words in
context) requires patience and persistence. One need,not take a
vow Of silence to be a definer, but neither is defining achieved
through committee worj e One must quietly work at one's desk for
seven or'eight hours a day, five days a week, week after week.
It is lonely work. One should enjoy the analysis and classifi-
cation of small bits of information, citations. again. Sometimes
those bits come in enormous quantity; sometimes they are mad-
deningly few. One must be willing to modify the attitudes that
one learned in school toward some particular word in the light
of conflicting available evidence. One must possess that
simple, unlearnable, elusi:ve quality called "sprachgefuehl";
the greater the measure, the better the definer, other things
being equal.

And, finally, one must be.willing to accept a commercial
enterprise for what it is and see commercial lexicography as an

Illart of the possible; operating within sometimes very severe
° _constraihts Of time and space. By space I mean, principally,

the space within the dictionary, afthough sometimes the room
isn't big enough either. If nothing but the platonic dictionary
in your head will do,.and you are inclined to view decisions
that keep you-from it as having been Made by thieves and
irillN.ns, then some other career is for your

Where can linguists make solid contributions to
lexicography? What can they bring to this, endeavor that is
currently lacking? In all seriousness, I must say that these

, questions can only be answered by linguists themselves in the
events: But let me make a few quick and easy suggestions.

Can we somehow Indicate the grammatical functions of words
better than we now do with our traditional parts of speech
categories? They cause so many difficult noun - adjective;.

adjective- adverb, `adverb- preposition, preposition- conjunction
problems. There must be a better way. But what is it? And how
can it be made acceptable to very.conservative dictionary users?
Is there a better way of organizing verb senses than by means of
the traditional transitive-intransitive distinction? Can
detailed analysis of the semantic properties of words be made
useful rather than cumbersome to dictionary users, and if so,
how? If not, can it at leAt be made to help guide definers in
their analysis of the citations they must examine? So far as I.
know, the major learners' dictionaries of English are British

" rather than American. Can linguists help us create one or

5
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several that will be something more that mere Americanization&

of the work.of Hornby and the London dictionary staff? And/or is

there a learner's dictionary? These notions ,may all be dead

ends. I do not think that matters much. The actual contribu-

. tions may come from entirely different directions. We simply

will nob know until more- linguists have been working in lexi-

.,cography.,..fth"ca iime.

Let me return now to my statements about some of the tert-y

peramental and attitudinal demands that lexicography imposes.

It'seems to me that the key attitudinal barriers that linguists

must overcome, if they are to make more frequent careers in and

more important contributions to lexicography, is the essentially

debilitating notion that work on the lexicon is a sort of
intellectual backwater, nothing nearly as serious as work in

phongiogy, or syntax, or the broader aspects of semantics, or

the other major topics of contemporary linguistics. As long as

such an attitude persists, if it does, linguists cannot begin to

make themselves felt in lexicography. Publishers will go-on

publishing the same old dictionaries, and the public will go on

using them, and the chance for a possibly fruitful interaction

betw&en theorists and the drudges of language will be missed. 'I

hope the story has a different ending.

6
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COMPUTERS

D Q. BAKER. Chairman of the Board (retired) Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc.; present Chairman of kockefeller,
University. 10;=

The productiiity of modern industry depends on language
even more than: has been true since the apprentice and super-
visory systems of commerce began millenia ago. This is
illustrated in the appellation "Information Age." The majority
of our gross national product comes from information and com-

munications, a.circumstance that was achieved about five years
ago. This statistic includes the 90 million people involved
in education and the millions involved in banking and finance,
in publishing and broadcasting. Add to this the fact that our
particular industry, telecommunications, bases its content on
language, for linguistics and such associated subjects as

language acoustics and phonics combine' to form a major-Part of
our service. Indeed, language was -a stimulus for the whole
frongier, from telegraphy and the telephone to the present age
.of computers and comenications.

Conce4pipg computers and other digital Machines, it is
interestinetKat the first concept of Babbage and the applica- .

tion of Boglean algebra to bistable systems was apparently driv-
en by mathematics and binary arithmetic. But the invention of
the first digital computer by Stibitz in our labOratories in

1937 was derived from the function of4telephone relay switches
for the. routing 45f electrically analog-encoded natural language.

These aspects of linguistics, basic operXtional elements of
electrical communications and computers, have', correspOndingly,
been involved in another frontier--the solid state capabilities
for electronics and photonics. This has been matked by the in-
vention of the transistor and its host of semi-connected deriva-.
tives,, and then more recently by the laser and the light guides.
I speak of these events because they are stimulated, by the
challenges of Linguage and by the need for us to communicate it
and process it. These-are now enabling photonics to offer vase
industrial and cultural opportunities through modern electronics.

we have outlined this scene to set a context for our report
gn the growing need and opportunities based on "what linguists
can do." In the first place, like so many important sciences.

and fields of humanism, engineering applications of one or -

another aspects of linguistics are already widespread. In our
industry, for example, Time Assignment Speech Interpolation
(TASI) has been Used for two decades. It more than doubles the
capacity of ocean cables and radio, systems by switching voices

--aUtpmaticaliy among various channels as the speakers pause in

7
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their conversation. TASI involves knowledge Of the principles

of language usage, for into these pauses are fitted the words of

other, oonveraXions. To do this, a careful statistical engi-.

neering of the pauses.and their probabilities of distribution

among words and sentences and even the way the sentences them-

selves age timed is required. Correspondingly, languages other

than English have different TASI paratheters.

Another pr4ctioal, empirical applidation of linguistic

variables in telephony is echo` suppression, which now permits

the use of satellites world-wide. We need tolurow in these and

dozens,of other projects the principlesof speaking and of lan-

guage structure. KnoWledge of speech, quality emphasis, and

acoustics have played a major role in the desigh'of the whole

national telecommunications network. Bandwidth, or the number

of cycles per second of electric current required to provide

appropriate speech.qtality, is one of the dominant economic fac-

tors in all electrical communications. Thus a prime objective

of our industry has been to specify the minimum bandwidth neces-

sary. And above all, in our own industrial history, we'have

tried to-assure 'speech intelligibility and quality.' We have

sought to preserve and to understand the marvelous nuances of

the spoken word, of the witting listener. These examples of

practical design emphasize that linguists should increasingly
regard their skills as already esteemed even if inadequately

'labeled, as this epoch of commercial information and com-

munication moves forward.

Another scientific frontier, formed in recent times, which

increasingly relates to linguistics is digital encoding (impli-

cit in our earlier references'to computers). Communication and

information theory (Shannon, Bell Laboratories) has establishdd

that all information can eventually be appropriately represented

in digital binary form. This joins linguists with the most

rapidly moving scientific frontier and technical application of

the automata. We have seen steadily developing new insights

provided by the forms of digital encoding of Language.' The

levels of redundancy,the probabilities of vowel and consonant

occurrence, and various other basic linguistic features are

absolutely vital for appropriate encoding and processing by com-

puters and other digital machines. The dependence of modern

nations on cryptography and crytanalysis (and their' integration

with digital machines) has, likewise, vastly augmented this

aspect of linguigtics.

Yet another is mechanization of manufacture and the use of

computers and other digital systems and attendant communications

in handling trade and services. This is increasingly the base

for industrial progress. Linguistics is essential to the

programming, the software structure, the total machine involved

8
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in our own industry. in the operation of suppoit systems.

.

"Friendly' operating systems," such as the UNIX (TM) have already,

demonstrated enormous capacity for facilitating the selection, 0

and execiftion of instrtiqpions for what have, until recently,
been demanding and labor-intensive crafts. These are such as
wiring ot switchboards, of circuit- boards', connection of wires
in cables, installation Of extensive interconnection among elec-
tronic and telephonic terminal equipment, and the implementation
of customer service orders involving complicated preferences
among facilitiewbeing Sold or rented (e.g., cars). In turn,
it is fotind that these programming transformations of detailed
instructions have led to a new and revealing examination of the
language details. Already, marked improvement in expression for
manipulations and instructions for assembly in both factory and
field have led to productivity gains of more than seven percent
annually among users, at a time when general labOr output was
showing-stagnation or decline.,

Even in the increasing knowledge and specialization of
industry, we need better clarity; we need simple phraseology to
instruct and train effebtively. This is not a .casual.or even
very new observation. In 1944, one allegedly named J. H. Quick
wrote, .for a publication of the Institution of Electrical
Engineer 'in London, a paper on the "turbo'-entabulator." This
magnificent spoof represents a,deep yearning of the world of
technology, of engineering, of science to have simplicity and
precision in its language, something it really can't achieve
under present circumstances without some expert input like
yours. The original paper about the "turbo -entabulator" starts
with this definition.

5

- 5
. .04

The turbo- entabulator, it will be recAlled,is
designed to supply inverse reactive currents for
use ih unilateral phased attractors and alsc0c 5

synchronize cardinal grameters automaticall+.
This dual capability was'aChieved in part as
follows. Forty-one manestically spaced driving
brushes were arranged' to feed into the rotored.
slipstream a mixture o£ high esvile value,
fenal-4dro-benzamine.

-
5

A fair number of the words Rxe meaningful; none of the 114-
tences is; and some of the `words are invented. But it is a very
good'parallel to what constitutes the text of industry and tech.:
nology and much -of science these days (from forms for ordering
/cars to instructions on how to fix them). I hope you.are .

suitably attracted, and we desire that you will loin.

Y4611 can help to improve,Igtelligibility of operating prac-
tices in industry. You have The skills to introduce'a regime

A
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.fgr the optimization of Mearfin§ and coherence ,with new insight.4
on cognition. WI, are beginning to get a feeling, for what these-- °
cognition factors areg and the linguistic elements in them are
exciting. We see a whole range of opportunities for the Isamod-

. ing and processing of ihiormation by digital Machines which will
depend on ,some of your abilities. The role of automation in
libraries .4hich.we are pursuing steadily is but one example, of

what will be happening. -We are certain that the elegant frame-
work of modern linguistics will take account of the ways that
digital machines and their "programming can expand and enrich the
study of all language. These can also and most importantly
assist in the transition of the historic and- eminent- field 0 of
linguistic pedagogy and scholarship into certain technolqic and
engineering phases which will be of the highest value in the
progress of the subjects and of their people.

0
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EDUCATION (NON-TEACHING)

DR. FRANK J. MACCHIAROLA. Chancellor New York City Public
Schools and acting principal in elligh school in Queens.

My role tonight is to speak to the issue: How professional.
`training in linguistics can be used in a nonacademic setting,
particularly, in the administration of primary Air secondary
schOols,. The future for most of the young Ph.D.'s in the field
of linguistics rests, in significant p4rt,'outside of the unit
versit§. That means several things... First, it means that bOth

the student and the program that trains that student will have
' to be more flexible in the future. Focusing on'a single skill

will not solve a student's problem. Doctoral training mudt be
.44
seen as a collection of skills, all of which contribute to the
professional competency of the student. Computationgl skills,

Aeanalytic skills, interdisciplinary perspectives, :biting
. teaching skills, and the 4bilityto organize and carry out 'a
single researchproject are what a th.D.'prograin is all about,
regardless ofthe subject focus.

,

Thisscollection f skills, while not always immediately
marketable is always a'firm.basis for whatever endeavor the
student pursues in an appointed setting over the long haul. To

some degree, it means 'that those involved in programs should
recognize that their program has to move toward the direction of
what it is'that the degree represents, a doctorate in philos-
ophy. I think we have forgotten the fact that we are pursuing
a pommon doctirate, and w.e become very professional. But we

are, after all, .purSuing doctorates in philosophy. -And I think

the fact that the university is no longer going to be the pri-
mary source of employment for many Ph.D. graduates should have__
us move somewhat toward the middle in our training.

Secondly, althougf we should always be careful as to.how
far we allow this independent focus to form the research and
teaching agendaWithin the university, _the Changes in the eco-
nomy and in public policy iaill require amore practical orien-

tation, for both the student and the .program training that

student. An entrepreneurial sense can) arid perhaps should,/ be
adopted at the university, where there is a Self-conscious
effort at selling the skills of linguistics. Cross-breeding with
other disciplines, creating new subfields, for example, with
polidy. evaluation or business communication can help.

11
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Linguistics may have an advantage over other _fields in_that-it

is' already an interdisciplinary-endeavor.

2 ,b

Third, government, business, nonprofit organizations, and
labor will also have to expand their horizons and give greater
attention to possible uses to which linguists (and other %octal
science and humanities students) can be put., .

-I

In primary and secondary education, thereare several areas f

in which I think a strong base in linguistics, combined with
additional training, can be and has already proven invaluable to

us. The most obvious is in "the field of.bilingual education. .
%Between 40 -arid 50 languages are the home languages of students

in the New, York City public school system. So bilingual educe-

tion and English'as a second language are very important fields ''

for us. And they are fieldi.that are in a gieat deal of
,disarray.. We are really not guitessure what is most effective

in reaching these youngsters. To some extent, we have pulls and '

pushes from all directions, from the heart and ftom the head,
and very often the heart and the head w5rk in conflicting ways

-.) when it comes to dealing with these youngsters., We need help
from people wpb.uhderstand the meaning of language and how

.language affects learning in other ways. We have a curriculum

that has to be madelimore significant to the youngsters.
lar,

We have a'fleed to evaluate programs to see whether or not '

things are working. We have slid over that in the history of

education. As long as the dollars kept coming in, everybody had
their'chance to make it right. The result is that we have not

'used evaluation effectively .in public schooling. The_search,for

a most effective school, for effective teachers and principals,
haffactivaPedasogicrilethod,oraning.tructional program is

1
- .

ew in the field of. educatidh.

important work has also been done by psycholingunts, in i,

cooperation with educational psychologists age-developmental '

. .

psycholinguists, in the area of testing. Asliou may know,

there has been'a trefd in recent years away from what we-call

norm-referenced testing, comparing the student to some mythical
average student, and tow ?rd criterion-referenced testing. .

Criterion-referenced testing attempts, first, to establish an -.

objective measure of skills accomplishment that ds expected at.-

each grade level. The individual child is then assessed agaihst

these criteria. This should pe'done more objectively. It must

be.more diagnostic and pre-scriptive so that it tells what we ',

must do one we have understood whatthe problems oethese
youngsters are. The development and evaluation of subh testing

procedures will need 14nguists knowledgeable in testing as'well

as in the basis of language development. '

o
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More than this, the linguist as a social scientist has an
important contribution to make within the classroom, where the
children are. Many of our youngsters exist in a world that is
not hospitable to them or that does not understand them. People.
.who understand books; people who understand the power of
c00%ecutive thoughts; people who understand nuance) people
who understand that things are not made out of gingZe causes, -

and that truth. is something that while you search' for it is not
something that you can grasp so readily; people who hale a sense
of what justice is all about, who have tried to come to terms
with some moral issues on a personal level and then made on a
community level or a political level; these people are hard to
come by in school systems. They are hard to come by bdtause the
jobs aren't Atractive. They don't pay a great deal of money,
add that is, the value that everybodys working for today.

6
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LANGUAGE PLANNING AND GOVERNMENT POLICY

DR. TRACY C. GRAY, Director, Office of language and Public

Policy, Center for Applied Linguistics.

I have been asked to address Ahyee questions. First, how

can linguists make a contributko to the area of government,-

relations?' Of, as we say in Washington, "good old lobbying."' ,

Two, what specific skills are needed to be'active and effective

in this career? Three, what prospects are there for'employment?.
'Hopefully, f will be Able to convince, some of you, to join in.

,
this effort because, frankly, we need>11 the help we can get.

4

'How can linguists make a contribution? One does not have

to s d a great deal of time in Washington to realize that most

of /h undprlying issues of education are language -related.
ofyet, inguists play a nonexistent role in the promulgation of

legi ation. There are at least two possible reasons for this,

One is, what a linguist does is one. of the best kept secrets:'

It is interesting'to note that when policymakers have problems

with their hearts, 'they go see a heart specialist. HoweVer, when

they have problems which are language- related, they'rarely turn

to the specialist, to the linguist. Rather a lawyer, adeduca-

tor,4or even a journalist'is sought for counsel. The second

possible reason for the linguist's low-profile in the policy-

01111

ma g process is that many linguists see themselves as worlds

from the nasty,, noisy' business of politics. Too many per-

ns-of accopplishment have been depoliticized and fail to see

the connections between their actions and their Possible influ-

ence on the political process. .
.7

a

What can linguists contribute to the policymaking procesS?

t. 'A lot: With the Consolidation Act of 1981, the state and local

government6 will have to make'some important policy decisions

which involve language and education_and-the delivery of other

social services. Some decisions will include: 1) the develop-

ment of entry-exit criteria for special programs for children

I.ho do not speak,,Englishp 2) materials development and adoption

2-all types of materials, whether they be for:DIglish-speaking

. children or for children of other languages; language skills

i and assessment; 4) standards for teacher certification. These

. issues are particularly acute when you look at bilingual cer-

tification, since many people are notsreally sure what the

characteristiCs for a good bilingual teacher should be; 5)

orientation prograps for refugees; and 6) vocational training-

14



for the unskilled worker who may or may not speak English.
These are just a few of the issues that will be debated at both
the state and local levels and'that will ultimately give rise to
some type of'leginlative mandate. Linguists have much to
contribute to the formulation of this legislation.

'What specific skills are- needed to be effective? Potir

musts'need tb be mastered in order to get involved'in the policy -.
making process. First, one needs to get to kno4 the players,
involved, whether at the federal, state, or local leverof
government. It is important to gather all potentially useful
info atiori about these players in order to establish the best
possi e rappor, e.g., educational background, membership in
other organizations, voting record, and committee assignments.

The latter is critical, because the legislative process is done
by'committee, and friends in high places are often only as
important as their committee standing.

Secona, one has to keep policymakers informed of the issues
through briefing papers and personal visits. This involves-
talking to people, not just the Congressmen' themselves, but the
staffers, and the people wht are involved in othei associations ,_°
around town. Many people are lobbying for educational efforts,

and they don't know what kinds of work other people are doing:°'
. It is important to form coalitions and talk with everybody.
.Staffern often complain about ambiguous equivocal findings and

recommendations ancl, the failure of some researchers to address _

the relevant policy issues. A very important aspect of govern-
ment relations is ensuring that All of the players know the
facts, particularly those facts that one wants them to know.

Third, one must master tracking the legislative calendar.
The iMportance of timing cannot be overemphabized. Advocates,
must }e aware of the reauthorization schedules of specific
legislation in order to provide new research findings and rele-
vant iformatiOn when programs are being evaluated'fdr,renewal.
Research mat be available'oryime, if it is to be useful' in
developing the legislation, in foster ng consensus building, and
in promoting compromise.

, Finally, and possibly most important, one,must find someone,
preferably an organization, who will hire hiM to do this kind of
work. Although monies are getting tightdr, the need for advocates
with expertise in linguistics is. increasing. By 1985, it is
predicted that the majority of,student& in the 10 largest school
districts around the country will be non-Engliih speakers. Who
will formulate school policy for these children? Linguists can

\
co Rieke a valuable' contribution to this decisiOnmaking process.

,As_ money gets tighter, previously "nonpolitical" organizations
;will see the merits, if not the necessity, of getting involved

, . .
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in the distribution- of funds and the setting of priorities.
Researchers who have kept their hands clean will find there

are no safety nets for scientific endeavors, no matter how

important they feel their research is to the national need.
The next few years will witness the formulation of more

coalitions and interest groups in the area of education and

language. Linguists can lead the ranks if they so choose.

4
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PUBLISHING

-LOTfiAR SIMON. Publishing consultant, editor; for the past
eight years, president of a major publishing house, Longman;
prior to that; the sales'manager for Hdmanities Press:

My career has been principally in educational publishing,
and that is what I want to talk to you about, the opportunities
I see there for linguists. "Educational" spans the spectrum
from what we'call el-higH trough college publishing to pro-
fessional and reference publishing. So-called trade publishing
is 'really the tip of the iceberg and is similarly organized.
There are, also similarities with journal and magazine publibh-
ing. Newspaper journalism is a different ball game, and
wouldn't want to talk 'about that. So let's look principally at
educational publishing.

The jobsituation publishing is very difficult to
discern. Publishing is somewhat less subject to the ups and
downs of, the economy. Therd tends to be a -lag. In recession,
things go rather well, and then, if the recession lasts too
long, it goes worse. But the impact is n6t as great as in other
industries. At the moment,,there is avtremendous amount of tur-
moil in publishing, mostly at the top.. A lot of companies are
bhanging. There are a lot of mergers,: acquisitions, divesti-
tures.; for the first time, we are ,seeing many of those after 10
or 20 years. That often brings a shrinkage, in job opportuni-
ties. But; in general, it is a fairly stable market as ar as
the employment.situation is concerned.

publishing. has been referred to as an accidental pro-
fession. That is an old statement, but I think it is a very
true' statement. Few college programs are'structurld toward a
career in pdblishing.becahse it is an accidental profession.
You are best off trying to get in whichever way is'Possible for
yO4. Once you are in publishing, howaver,,theilrare very good
opportunities for further education.. Several colleges have
programs now. And the Institution of American Publishers, has
become.very active in education-for publishing. The only thing
about possible job opportunities in publishing: Think beyond
the linguistics-related areas. Everybody wants to be an editor.
Everybody. Just because. people love-hookTrifid it is the most

4 visible job in publishing, that is everybody's,embition. Think
a little further'. There is a lot more 'there. Also try to think
beyond the sort of pdbiishing.most directly, pt closely asso-
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ciated with linguistics (language-arts, dictionaries, foreign

languages, school books). And may in your dreams thiUk.about

that pinnacle of professional achievement, publishing for

linguists.

On the editorial-side, there, too, are distinctions to. be

made. The editors one meets as a potential author or whatever

or who make the hews are generally referred to as acquisitions

editors. These people, make the decisions about what manuscripts
to publish. ,They seek out publishing opportunities, potential

authors. TheY zero in on the perceived need of the marketplace

and find someone to write a book. These people are supported by

a ,whole host of house editors, or desk editors, depending on the

terminology one uses,_and people who do copy editing, people who

do proofreading, people who act as liaisons between the editor-

ial department and production and so forth. There is a Wealth

of opportunities, there for peopli with the ability to manipulate

language.
.o

There is also promotion. There is tremendous need for good

copy writers. It is a skill. promotion is an opportunity to

combine artistic skills with language skills. And for those of

you who have a flair for both, mirketing'is a wonderful oppor-

tunity. Try to Write a good sales letter. It has to read

really simple, and it is very hard to do. There are oppor-

tunities there for people with the ability to useslAnguage

convincingly.

. There are opportunities in publishing, regardless of
whether you have a linguistics background or another academic

background. Look at the other areas;look at production, look

at fulfillment, even finance and general management.

0
How to get into publishing? Well, as in so many areas, the

best thing that can help you is contact. I don't mean connec-,

tions, I just mean simple contact, personal contaci.--You-know-----

someone or get to know someone, you talk andopportunities

arise, you learn about them. It is'the most helpful thing.

Then there Are fancy ways to get,, into publishing--through
autVorshi.p,'through freelance work, through contacts one may

make with editors through evaluating manuscript proposals. Or

consulting in one's field of spetialization. There are possibil=

ities of getting into pUblIshing from other jobs, such as book-

selling, teaching, secretarial work,. printing. '

Mat-entry-level-poditioni pre secretary-assistant to this

or that whether it is editorial or marketing-,anerao forth, The

sales rep's job, is a good opportunity to gettinto publishing and

18 .
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probably the best way of learning. (ObViously these comments
are intended particularly for the young people in the audience.)
The Vest way totrlearn is to be a secretary or assistant to a9

really good editor, or marketing director; or general manager.
ohe picks up an awful lot that way. And because it is a very
unstructured industry, it is a very good way to learn thipusi-
ness. Thdn you have to make Sure that you get ahead.' But
patience is required above all.

You may have Teed the little article in the New York Times
a few days ago that quoted Richard Schneider, chairman of Simon

& Schuster, saying that publishing is an apprenticeship business.
It takes years and years to know how much you don't know. There
is no such thing as instant success. But don't be discouraged
either. Build on your strengths; build on your ability to mani,
pulate language, to know langUage. Don't expect the.publishing
world to be waiting for you because you have academic degrees. -

Too many people with too many degrees want to get into publish-
ing. Don't be afraid to get-your hands dirty. And you have to
pay your dues. It is that kind of work environment. You will
enjoy it, and you will thrive on it. If you think of the oppor-
tunities, look for them, seize them when they arise. Make the4
opportunities if they don't come your way by themselves. What
can linguists do? Linguists can do anything in publishing. I

you good luck.

ti
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TRANSLATION

-ALAN WESTAWAY. Training Officer and Deputy Chief, the English

Service of the United Nations.

I am a translator). that means I translate written docu-

ments. I am not a glamorous interpreter, I'm afraid. I am a

translator of written-documents, a re4.riser, and I am the

training officer in the English translation service which forms

part of the translation division. I am going to try to give you

a brief picture of the linguistic set-up of the United Nations

and then focus on the job of translator.

The translation division is part of the largest department

in the United Nations which-is known as the Department of

Conference Services. Conference Services is the department

which deals with helping to facilitate the enormous nuMbers,of

meetings that we have down the road' at the United Nations. Our

- job in the translation division is to make sure that all tlie

decuients that come "before different meetings are in \the six

Official languages of the United Nations. I saw on titi&t table

out there-you had a lot'of doquments. If this were a U.N.

meeting, all those documents would be in six languages before we

could even start the meeting. In alphabetical order, those six

languages are Arabic, Chinese, English, Ftench, Russian, and

Spanish.

Every document before the Security Council, the General

Assembly, comes out in those six languages. So the linguistic

structure dictates, how the langua4e division is organized:

We have six translation services. Each service translates only

into its, mother tongUe; that is one -of our cardinal rules.'-,I

translate only into English. The Arabic service has 70 transla7

, 'tors. The Chinese has 85.- nglish.is the smallest, 28. The

French and Arabic are the same, -70. Russian has 62. Spanish,

59. Total,'374 translators.

Now let's foCus onl,*--own-service,,hetranilation into .

English. As,you noted, we are only 28. At the iiiiiinenti-19 come

ftom the United Kingdom and Ireland) 7 come from the U.S.; Ne

have 1 aamaican and 1 Trinidadian:

You can see atonce that this is a narrow field and a hard

field twletinto. HoW do' you get into it? How do you get the

job? ,Well, unlike ,Dr. -Simon mentioned, it is not- a question of

- . ...
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) contacts. It is a question-of passing an ekamination. And
before-lbu-take the exam, you have to meet four requirements:

1) You have t? know the right'languilles. 2) You have to have
mother tongue English. 3) You have to have university training,
university background, or equivalent (preferably also a transla-
tion schobl). 4) You have to have a broad backgrotnd. Let's

° take'those'four requirements very quickly.

1) What languages should you know ?' Well, speaking only as
far as the United Nations is concerned,-and the English service
there, you have to know French. Everybody's got tb do French.

That is the language we translate from most. Second after
French, Russian: Thirdly, Spanidh. Those three languages are
the most important, and that is the order in which most of the
dodUments come.

What is the best combination? From our viewpoint, the' best
combination is French and Russian. French and Spanish are
rather too common a combination to be easily saleable. If you

can get French and Russian,''your value goes up about 100% as far

as we are concerned. .

3) Mother tongue, -a quick word on that. You must have
absolutely impeccable English. Now, this sounds easy. I

thought I knew English, and I am still learning it with the help
of dictionaries, grammars, and so on. Mother tongue English is
perhaps the mosMbitficult. It sounds the easiest, but command
of one's mother tongue is almost as impottant as knowledge of
the two target,languages.

3) University background, that goes withopt saying. You

have to have solid high -school French and Spanish or French and

Russian, plus university level in these languages. Nowadays, it
is a very good idea to have gone to a translation school's such
as Georgetown, or Monterey or Bath or Geneva or the Sorbonne.

Those sort of places are also useful.

4) You must have a broad, general background. You must be
,

the sort of, chap who reads the New York Times thoroughly every
day. It is not enough just to have studied French or Spanish
literature. You have to know a,bit-about politics, 'economics,
law, and you have to have travelled to quite a few, countries.

.
Now you can take the exam, which is the only method of

entry. Of what does the exam consist? it is dominated by
French, since French is our major language. You have a general_

paper. You have specialized papers, involving economic, legal,

social, scientific, and technical French, of which you must
choose two. In bther'words, you have to h ?ve some specialized

-21
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L knowledge, such as economics or law. The third paper is a sum-

mary. You get a chunk of French or Spanish, and you have to
reduce it.to a'third. This is what is known as the precis

'writing test. precis writing is part of the job as Well as
translation. The fourth is the other language paper. You get`

.
eight pieces (Arabic, CKinese,'Russian, Spanish, two of each),
of which you have to do two. Most people do two Spanish or two

Russian. Not too many,people'offer Arabic or Chinese.

The fifth part of the exam is the interview. It is quite,a

searching interview, even after you have passed the written.

The interview, or the oral test, is the integral part of the.

'exam. There is terrific competition for this exam. You might

have 300 candidates from all over the world, all of English

mother tongue; any English-speaking. country could prore 'can-
didates for this exam.

There is not a really intricate training scheme.. The

training consists of doing.the job and gettihg told'how

you have done it. What will the job entail? There are three

main _segments of the translating function. One is the actual
translation, which could be anything from e letter from the
Secretary Generil which now will be in Spanish; before it was

German. It might be some correspondence; it night be a legal /

job; it might.be a job on outer space. You name it. It could

be almost any subject under the sun dealt with by the U.N.

0 That's translation. ...
e

There is the function of reviser, which you get to after
you have slaved away as a translator, say fob about 10 years.
Then there is the job I"mentioned of precis.wiiting. In some

respects, it is, mucti,more difficult than the job of translating,'

because you have to listen to a speech iniya number of dif-
ferent languages, understand it (preferably the original,

mind 'you), make sense of it, know what the speaker is talking
about, and write"a.summary about a, third of the length. .Quite
a challenging job.

I remember the very first talk f gave to a school in

England. I gave e'rather.lofty taIk"aboutrilow lovely transla-
tion 14s, what a lovely job it was, and the first question was,

"Mr. Westaway, hoWmuch do you make?" So,I must say, for ejob
involving languages, it is a very solidly,paid job. I haven't

got the actual figures with me, but ydU might start at about

$20,000 and you could go up'to.$50,000. It is not like a doctor

or a lawyer or a businessman, but it is a well-paid, intereating

job, You have interesting colleagues. You have a.10t of .
you get a lot of not a bad job,.

but it is a job with-very few slots and with very fierce -

competition'.,

22.
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PART 2: WHAT LINGUISTS ARE DOING
.

Dr. G. RICHARD TUCKER. Director, Center for Applied
Linguistics.

I

-throat, CAL, as do-each of yon in four own institutiontl
sure, receive,nuperous uiries-about opportunities for people
who have, had training elinguisti6s..,142e problems That we face
are panyfold, but at least two of themwould seem to be the fol-
lowing. One is the need to'provide information and awareness, to
our members, our colleagues, and to our students, concerning

-*.realistic possibilities open.to them in addition to employment '
in high education. At the same time,..there is obviously a, deft-
nits: need for consciousness-raising'on.the part of prospective
'employers. The solution is not only to inform ourselves and
our students about alternative possibilities available to us,
but, indeed, to "raise the level of awareness of others about'
the special kinds of training, skills, abilities, interests,
thak people trained,in linguistics have and could appiy to their
particular organizatidn._: For exampIe,recenify,an employee of
the Center f r Applied Linguistics, a linguist, left to take a
full -time. o pith the Internal Revenue Service, helping in
document desi n and document simplification. This probably
would not hav happened five yeats ago. There are a variety of
Opportunities, d a variety of_employers are slowly becoming
sensitized to and aware of the special kinds of skills that
those with training in=linguistics. can offer to their job.

I would like to draw ori-a-commop that was made by Bill
Labov in remarks that histibmitted as-preparation for this.
Bill said that'the linguist's career and_coaribution to-society
may inclUde,more than an apademit-ddustrial position, and
that linguis -ca chute directly to social probleis that
ffe eflife chances of most memberspf their society by

partitipating in legal and political processes where the nature
of the language beingused is at issue,. I Certainly agree with
that,position. At McGill, Wally Lambert,and I were involved
over a period of 15 yeaks or SO-uith ode of the large sChool
systems in Montreal. Wewere helping to evaluate and to conduct
basic research with alternative language education,prbgrams for
youngsters. The important lesson from that situation was that
what was necesskry was for Wally and me' to reach into the com-
Mbnity at n000st to'the community".
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Back in'1965 -66 (we said), "Wtete here; we're a resource

you can.draw on. Let us help you if we can, and let' Ateblish

some types of collaborative and collegial relationships with the

school system." What developed, at no cost to the school systgm

and with modest funding from the Canada Council; was a 15-year

program of longit4dina4. research that evolved into the estab-
lishment.of a whole series of innovative approaches to basic

., ..

education for Canadian youngsters. The corollary of this is

that,, after we became involved, working Wtth people out in the

community, a strange thing began to: happen. Over the next 15

years, thioughout Canada, we never had -a graduate student finish

his training who could not find employment.- A whole new series,

of opportunities were opened up to them.thrOugheducation, i

through working in hospital settings, through working in govern-

, ment ministries Concerned with evaluation and research. 'The

point is that we can not simply explore alternatives for our °

students and then wish them good luck. Rather, what we have to.

do is go out into the community and establish a variety of com-

munity outreach operations or become involved, whether in

industry, in education, in a clinical setting, or in a'hospitaii"--/

setting, and the lopportunities*for our students in nontradi- c

tional areas will certainly follow. .

4

bur philosophy in trying to prepare stUdents at McGill for

alternatives other than institutes qf highe'r education was to

insist that the basic, training for students.. had to be well--

grounded in theory and well-grounded in research and design. Wg

not set out to train them in the 11Srphenated_areasibut we

set outto make sure that they_had the-best groundinO'ia.theore-

tical 11nguistics and -theoretical psychology, research^design,

methods of analysis that we could. (We) were'confident,that

they could then appiy a series of techniques and skills baopew

situations and would have the depth and the, breadth of knowledge

that they could apply to new situations.. . 111
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. LANGUAGE DISORDERS

Dr. Norma Rees. Dean of Graduate Studies, professor of, speech
and hearing sciences, City University of'New York.

The role of,linguists in speech pathology and audiology,.
working with Children and, adults with various kinds of communi-
cation disorders, is varied. To be some real live lin-
guists are on the faculties Of university departments.whose
major purpose is to educate and train clinicians who are going
to deliver services to children and adults with communication
disorders. And such linguists, and other linguists,as well, are)
sometimes involved up to their eyeballs in research projects
with communicatively disordered subjects. I have in mind-the
work of Susan Curtiss in'California and apman
Wisconsin. But) what uses o essionals in my field making
of any of th nformation about language that lingutsts
gene e?

Because I have been in the speech and hearing-sciences for
a rather long time, I cad-Apea-with-perapective. When I
started out as an undergraduatmalor, in what was then rather
optimisticLly called "speech correction," we had very few
introductory textbooks; in fact, we don't have that, many more
now. They generally had a chapter on the normal development of
speech. .In later editions, the same textbooks had pretty much
the same Chapter, but it came to be called the normal develop-
ment of.ianguage--an interesting indication 9f some changes in
people'S thinking and influences" that were .going on at-the time. .

In any case, these eaz'ly chapters were an explication of the
trieoriesof the stages of development 'that began with the birth
cry and ended, mind you, ended with the first word. That was
what we'knew, or thought we knew, about. the normal development
of speech, later, the normal development of language.

Around the time the chapters,came to be retitled, the field
of linguistics underwent its own-transformation, no pun intend-
ed. Before that time, the field of epeeCh pathology and audio-

logy had little discernable influence from the study of linguist-
ics, although I sometimes think that speech pathol9gy°and audio-
logy on the one hand and linguistics on the other-were both
influenced by much the same intellectdal developmentthe beha-
viorism of the earlier Wt.of cur cenfury. (Mostly, I am
talking about'sPeech4pathologir because, in fact, linguistics
has had much less effect on, audiology.)
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- With the discovery in the 60's that language and, by
extension, the competence of the language users could be
described as composed of a set of rules for generating gram-
matical utterances, speech pathology was absolutely galvanized.
We were no longer bound to single-minded concentration on sounds
that came out of children's mouths. ye were able to think 'abOut
children's delayed language development, for example, as exhi-
biting rule-governed, if impoverished or primitive, linguistic
performance.

From that initial breakthrough, a lot has happened,
`
mot

all of i:t_:g;:?od.-- Le-t.--Me give you one instance of something I
_-- thought was 'di little bit strange. I was invited to an intensive

-summer grogram for children with communication disorders. I was
invited .there as a language expert. I watched a very hard work-
ing young woman working with a Down's Syndrome child. (DoWn's

Syndrome is what used to bp called mongolism.) Many of these
children" talk better than they do almost anything else. And

this vat such a child. He was a pretty good talker; the problem
was that it was very hard to understand him. As I listened to
him careifully, I came ,-to &e conclusion that there were two, °

major retisons why it Was hard to understand him: One- was , that

he talked extremely fast. The other was that 'he tended to leave
out chunks of sentences.

P.

What the clinician was working on shows you one of the
perhaps, poorly judged early influences of linguistics on speech
pathology;, What she was working on was training him in the rule
of "is vet-irang." She was not getting anywhere because he was
not learni 't. But it semed to me that even if he had learned -

it, it would not have made a lot of difference. Language dis-
ordered children tend to omit the auxiliary in "is verb -ing,"
but the question is what difference it would make to him if he7 included it. -,I suggested to her that it would probably be a e

good idea to spend a lot of time training him to slow down.' I
thought that if he spoke more slowly, the listener would have a-

,... fighting chan to understand him. Also, if he\ spoke more slow-
ly, he was le s inclined to omit so much of the sentence. That

was true. Bu the advice I gave her made her gladsy-eyed. That
was the wrong kind of advice to hear from a language expert.
Language experts in those days were supposed to talk about- "is
verb. -ing;" not about slowing down. So that is one of the leis
happy effects but, indeed, linguistics can hardly be blamed for
i t. --

However, with the influence and often with the help and
direct participation of linguists, psycholinguists, and socio-
linguists, we gained a much broader perspective on language in
children and adults with various types and Severity of communi-
cation disorders. We developed vastly improved ways of ana-
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lyzing and evaluating the language dissolution associated with
aphasia in adults. _We acquired_datailed information about the
stages normal children go through after the first word appears,
enabling--usValuate child language disorders and to design
intervention programs based on normal sequence_ of development.

In the case of audiology, developments have included things like
an improvedonderstanding of the effect of hearing loss on the
development and maintenance of Language skills and the design of
tests for measuring the ability to hear and understand spoken
language in aided and unaided conditions.

More recently, several exciting developments have occurred.
One development is a new familiarity with pragmatics of language.
It has given a refresped look to much of our clinical language
work, and, for the first time, alldwed us to think seriously
about the communication breakdown associated with autism and

,

emotional disturbance. Another such development has been the
work of the sociolinguists in giving us a way to distinguish
between language differences and language disorders in some
Minority children. It is often very difficult to reach any kind
of judgment about a 5-year-old child who is not speaking much,
about whether the quality of his spoken language reflects the
language influences of his community or whether he would be
defective in his own community. We have needed, and gotten, a
good deal of help, including, for example, a manual published by
the American Speech-Language-Hearing Assooiation on language
differences versus language disorders, Ipich was written in
large part by members who were staff at'the Center for Applied
Linguistics. And in a related vein, the work on black bilin-.
gualism and second language learning affects our work with
children in those groups.

The painstaking analysis of sign language systems has
revealed the linguistic status of sign Language of the deaf and
helped us to.pii it in its proper place in society and in educa-
tion. Most recent of all is the development of augmentative
communication systems for nonspeaking .populations, using infor-
mation not only from linguistics but also from science and engi-
neering. In short, a great deal of applied linguistics goes on
in" the delivery of services to the communication- disordered and

A in clinical research relevant to this population. Linguists are
turning out the information that is needed. In turn, people
with clinical responsibilities are asking the kind of questions
that linguidtics will be able to help them answer. Let me_sug'-,
gest one example.

.Persons who have had the Larynx removed through surgery
learnsto produce sound by various alaryngeal techniques, all of
which have some limitation with respect to rate and the duration
of what might otherwise be called a breath group. I. have been
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interested for a long time in what modification such.alaryngeal

j, speakers have to make in structure and lexical choice,'for ex-

"7. pple, in order to maximize intelligibility. If we knew what

the best alaryngeal speakers do, we would have a jump on teach-

ing newly laryngectomized persons. To my knowledge, 'this kind

of work has not yet been done. So, let me advise linguists to

get involved and make themselves indispensable. _

oy
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LEXICOGRAPHY

Stuart kexner. 43ditor-in-Chief,-Random House dictionaries;
former language consultant for Time-Life, to NBC, to various
maga;ines, movies, and stage plays; author of The Dictionary of
American slang, I Hear America Talking, and The Readers Digest
Thedburus.

/
In the United States, there. are perhaps six Or/eight

general dictionary pubiishers'witb varying size staffs. Of
those-general dictionary publishers, most employ somewhete
around six true - linguists on a full -time, almost full-time, or
Continuing basis. That is not'very many, but 4t some. There
are another, perhaps, halfdozen or eight dictiOnaxy publishers

° that publish specialized dictionaries,, dictiona4ies.on the grade
school_level-Pr legal, medical, or scientific dictionaries., I
woulT,like to think that each of those may' have one or' two true.
well -4ained linguists. The rest of the staffs of all dic-
tionary=makers.are composed of definers, who pdrhaps have a
Sattering'oeiinguistics, and the_usual copy editors and others
'who_haVNOtteil into, the field through routes other .than
linguistics: would say, Z may be being optimistic, 'that there
may be 40 positions for linguists in American dictionary-making.

,

Unfortunately, linguists are rather long-lived, andthose
liTeninge donot occurvery,,,,oft- mow

What they do firs is the pronunciations. Two-or three,
',years ago, I had occasion to begin a new, fairly short diction-

' I,had the.editori for it, ,-and the first thing I did Was .

call upiArthiki4Eironstein and say, "Hey, I need a pronunciation
person, or,twd. Do you have:_a-recent studentvor someone' there
who can do Bur pronunciation work foi perhaps the next year of

t
S..

At Random,House, we hake a very ;good group of pronunciation
editors, and they have_to kAow linguistics', there is no question,
I am not speaking bf such difficUltthings as knowing, the TPA/
anethe various diacritical syhtems, but they dd have to knoW
linguiatidiri'what is happening. We do use linguiWfs to define
certain' of our terms. We divide our didtionaries at RandOm/
House into about 158 subject caf4§ories. We need lingnistS bo''
define the grammatical terms and to define the thousands of
lingmagfte. themseIvei. We try to have people with work with the
dialects to tell 'us which words tare dialectal, 'which dialects
they are,. and hovethek.are pronounced in various Parts the
country.

,
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The hardest nut we have to crack is etymology. There, we

need linguists very much so. Primarily, we need linguists in

the Indo-EprOpean languages, and me usually have up to nine

different people, specialists perhaps, in various branches of

the Indo - European languages. We need to fill that in with a

good many people who are specialists in various non-Indo-

European languages, and sometimes very small groups of lan-

iguages. Linguists who know philology are incieasingly hard to

find., The trend in the 50's, 60's, and early 70's was' that

everyone wanted to get into theoretical linguistics. We were

getting away from old fashioned basics and philology, which is

not necessarily bad, but it is bad for dictionary-makerewho

want etymologists.

All American dictionaries have to be well-grounded-111r-

linguistics, and that is not only full-timespositions. We will

look up one day after many years of thought and say we need

someone Who really knows Sanskrit, not maybe for much work, but

enough to pay that person for a year, or halfPa year, or a few

months, to supplement perhaps some part-time teaching work, to

help with the last year or so of graduate school, or to keep
i

going perhaps. Recently, We needed a specialist in Greek and

Latin because we needed some help on how certain terms are now

pronounced. Are the doctors and lawyers who use Latin still

pronouncing it the same way we -say it is pronounced? We

recently needed some pronunciation work done on our Russian,

Polish, and Slavic languages, and we went to one or two people

who will be working part-time on it over the next year. We will

be working with someone, or perhaps two or three,'4to add some

etymologies on the American Indian languages, which we feel are '

not properly covered. So I am speaking of full-time jobs, not

very many; I am speaking, though, of a great many part-time and

consulting jobs. I find it exciting work, and I think all the"

dictionary - makers realize that
all dictionaries are based on

linguistics and we do need linguists.,

°Another aspect of publishing, is foreign languages. There,

again, each house that publishes Such foreign language series

lust have a few linguists, one .or two editors orl staff, (full-

time, perhaps, or part-time, or consulting reps), who know the

basis of language, who know how to group morphemes ada graphemes,

and know something about the history of languages, the languages

that are being studied, know something about their grammar and

,underlying syhtax. And there are the elementary and high

school publishing programs. Many houses publish a series of

reading, writing, and spelling books, and we must ground all

those in linguistics. We must`each employ one or two editors

.who really know linguistics' so that it is taught koperly and on

a proiier:level,.bv-it for specific students or for the general

, student. .
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COMPUTERS

DR. MARK LIBERMAN. Ph.D., M.I.T., now with Bell TelephOne
`Laboratories.

In my particular area of interest, there are not 41l that
many opportunities for linguists. It is not quite true to say
that there is one job and: -I have it, but something like that is
correct. However, there are some 'opportunities that I may be
able to point to. In fact, I am going to address the geheral
subject of jobs for linguists in some way related to computers.
This is not an intellectually ,coherent field, It is like jobs
in medicine that have somethingto do with microscopes, or jobs
in physics that use multiplication. Still; I am going to try to
give a taxonomy of types of work inIT,*e academic world'and,out-

side it in so far as I understand whitie happening. I will
give some very speculative ideas about the number of jobs
involved, the number of jobs held by linguists now, and the
direction of` the Changes. And at the end, a little bit of
adviCe for people who are interested in this area.

I have- tb begin by making a simple-minded and not always
Applicable division of all technical work into research, an area
we might call applied research (or exploratory development), and
development. In basic,research, as far as applications relating
to language are concerned, the computer is a tool that not .

everyone always hailpthe-occasion to use. In My opinion, every-
one who wants to study language would be better off if they
could use computers when it was appropriate for their purposes,
just as those who do medical research are better off if they can
use-a microscope when it. is appropriate for 'their purpose. In
applied research or exploratory 'development, the computer,
constitutes some kind of- potential' product or service. In

development, the computer constitutes an actually intended pro-
duct or service, that is, hopefully, going to be produced within
a fairly strict time limit:

In basic language research, the computer is an absolutely
essential tool in phonetics, the area in which I mostry work.
Itis probably fairly essential in the area of attempting to
model language processing at various levels, too. It is perhaps
useful in traditional areas such as phonology or syntax. As I
said before, I think everyone should be able to use it where
apprOpriate. In this area of basic research on linguage'that
uses computers, in some truly essential central way,Ahere are .

solpth ng like a hundred people with real jobs doing such things
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in the western world. And most of them areoin the academic

world. They are mostly not linguists. They are psychologists

or electrical en44.fieers or physicists or computer scientists.

his area is growing fairly rapidlx, but I would say that the'

percentage of linguists in it is.shrinking. And it is not

realiy:d field, so there are no real numbers available.

This nonEield iscgroWing, Ithink, ea'intially because of

the potential of applications related to'language made possible
dpy developments in micro - electronics. That is not always the

overt reason for the growth, but the fact that computers are

"becoming exponentially cheaper and more widespread makes it
easier for people, to use them as_tools in this kind of research.
It also means, I think, that granting agencies, universities,
and so forth'feel that research that has something to do with
these things is perhaps more worth funding. Right or wrong,

that is the way it seems to be.

In exploratory-development dr development, the reasohs for

the apparent large opportuhity are pretty simple. First, people

'really like to talk. They sometimes like to listen. They are

willing to write if necessary. As a result, natural language is

mast often the easiest and best way for them to communicate. It

is not always true. A very simple example where it is not true
is musical notation, where talking about how to produce a piece

of music is a terrible way to try to get someone else to knots

how to do it. Much better kinds of languages have been devel-
oped or could be-developed. But,most of the time, talking is

the easiest way to communicate.
.. _ .

.

Second, the nature of speech and language is well enough
understood that,we are able to construct some simplistic, first-
order simulati,ns of various aspects of the process of speaking,

listening, producing text, undergtanding text. These sipula-

tions are in no area terribly good,'in my opinion, but they are

good enough to suggest some practical possibilities.

Last, digital electrgnics is becoming exponentially

cheaper and more widespread. So -you put all of these things

together: There are computers everywhere, more end more. They

are becoming cheaper. They procesd, information. People like to

communicate, information best through some form of natural

language. It is possible to,pretend that a computer is com-

municating mation in and out through natural language td

some exte . efore, an Oppoftunity.

,This creates 1, set of practical problems in three general

,areas.- speech /=0, that is, speech recognitiOn, speech

synthesis. is area is probably the most. developed now, and it

ig probably growing the fastest.. The bj.g success of a couple of
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years ago was the Texas Instruments Speak and Spell toy. Now,
everyone'has iV mind, perhaps, that their toaster oven-will take
instructions in English and will explain what it intends to do.

'Whether it will actually produce better toast as a result is
quite unclear, but there is'some sense that perhaps people will
be more prone to buy it all of a sudden. I understand that some
vice-president of Texas Instruments has projected that digital
hardware to produce and process speech in some way will be a $3-
billion-a-year market by 1990. I have no way to know whether
this is likely'to be true, but it is because of projections like
that, that every electronics firm in the country is starting a
speech lab, so it sdems. Very% few of those jobs, incidently,,
are .going to linguists.

The second area his to.do with text processing. A number
of different kinds of things can be done with text by computer.
You can try to have automated query systems, in which you ask a
databae how many widgets are in, stock by typing in "How Many
widgets are in stock?" rather than by typing in a formula in
some algebraic query language. There are attempts to allow coin=

puters automatically to extract some kind of information from
text for puiposes of producing an index or synopsis. There are
attempts to allow Computers to do some kind of pseudo-editing of
people's attempts to write, ranging from correcting spelling to
suggesting alternative wording.

And last, there is artificial language deSign. Where it
is either impossible or inappropriate to use some form of
natural language, attempts are made to construct artificial
language that people will find easy to use. That is not
necessarily a linguistic problem per se, but there are a few
linguists working in that area. In my opinion, they are doing
pretty good work, and, to some extent, they are able to do that
work because of their linguistic training.

Incidently, the exploratory devdlopment in these areas
(most of what is going on is exploratory) has resulted in few
actual products. Quite alot of such activity is going on in
the academic world. Departments are either springing up or
starting projects as well as electronics firms and other kinds

' of companies. Very few of the people getting such jobs are lin-
guists. The exact'prospectslor this are a little bit unclear.
It is worth pointing out that the marketplace has little tech-
nical judgment and would really like, more than anything else,
to have perpetual'motion...and to have automatic translation and
complete speech, recognition and synthesis and so lorth. It will
not necessarily get what it wants, but it may invest in it for ,a
while, and then stop when it decides it won't. I think, in this
case, emough-actual products will 'be forthcoming to sustain
quite a bit of growth over a number of years, although it is
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possible that there will be some booms and busts.

Well, what advice can I offer? To students, the advice is,

if you are interested in jobs in industry, try to get them.

Make a resume and Circulate it. Circulate it to personnel

departments; better, circulate it to people you find out about

who are actually working on projects that you think you might

like to be associated lath.' 'Prepare yourself if youhave a

chance. In particular, take as much math as you can and take

some computer science, or in some other way become a competent

hacker. Those two' -steps are Likely to be useful to you in your

career and in terms of the content of your mind, regardless of

whether you work in this area or any other.

To faculty members, I would suggest adding to curricula

some ofAthe kinds of preparation th9.t-'I just talked about. The

courses are generally already available in the Universities; it

is just a matter of encouraging and forcing students to take

diem. Even more importantly, attempt to arrange for dome rele-

vant basic research, or exploratory development, applied

research in your department, perhaps in collaboration with some

of the other relevant departments of your university who are

probably already doing such things..

To the LSA, in trying to prepare this talk, I had very

little success coming up with real numbers about how many people

are doing what kindf6f work in the various subparts' of this

nonarea. It would b4 worthwhile to compile some-numbers and

some case histories for the edification of people within the

field. Also, although I am not sure what form of delivery would

be appropriate, there is a certain amount of education that has

to be done in the case of people who would be hiring such

,peopld. They are, by and large, not entirely convinced that

what linguists have to offer is anything that they want. _Being

.
given a PR booklet or something of that kind, with a few

appropriate case histories, or even having a candidate able to

\tecith some case histories msy be helpful.

4.
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BUSINESS

DR. ROBBIN BAT/ISDN. Hewer, Document Design CentereAmerican
Institutes for Research, Nfishington,

Forthe past couple of years, my friends and, acquaintances
have been saying, "mow, Mattison, just exactly what are you
doing,,noy'that you're not doing linguistics?" And I always do
the slow boil because, of course, thean;4er is that I am doing
linguistids, but it is never perceived-as that. This.morning I
could go on and on with technical information about my job and,.
what I do, and what my group dOei and what effect we have on
businesS and government. But I think there iea lot of infor-
matioh.about the personal nature of the job- -the psychological
forces at work, and the attitudes that we have about jobs'like
this - -the,attitudewthat we bring to it ourselves, and the
attitudes that our fr ends and associatds have about the job.
I would. like t6 also dress what it means to'make a transition /^ 1.
between an academic nd a nonacademic job, because it means
changing attitudes. Making the transition was difficult in some
ways and easy in others, and I would like to share some of that
information with you. I will spend a bit of time talking about
what our 'group does with "plain English," but't am only going
to spend a couplof minutes on it. I would like to talk about
the differences between academic and nonacademic jobs in the
working situations that I have experiended, and in the third
part, give yoUlsome advice if you would like to make that_tran-
sition yourself.

_ .
-- First, a word about Rarent orga4izatidn, the American

Institutes for Research. It is one of the. granddaddies, in a
sense, of the research and consulting* firms, having been formed
in 1946. That makes it older than most European governments and

'

many hotels and universities in New York.* The firm, broadly
defined, is a social science research firm. We-have helped '
develop the MedicalCollege Aptitude Test (MCAT)',and other
screening And testing, instruments for business and education.
We have sudied'how research findings are utirlized in the pri-
vate sector. We study educational administration policy. We
'develop and,evaluate programs in career education, and we get
involved in a number of controversial hard and soft issues,.dome

'

of which involve military treining.,:
.

.

The Document Design Center isvone group within the American
Institutes for Research. We are 15 people; four of us are
linguists. We inolude a lawyer on our staff, in case we get
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, into trouble with legal Language. We have a handful of psycho- .

logists, two graphic designers and curriculum specialists, and

some people with experience in bilingual education. For the

past four years, we have been applying linguistics and psychology

to business and government. Like many other people working in

the "plain language field," we have a lot of advice to offer,

but what we have not been pushing is just- another brand of edi-

torial hOrse-sense, which many people push:, "Write it this way,_.;

and not that way." We dig into the research literature, into

linguistics and psychology, and come up with good reasons why

you should write it this way rather than that way, because

experiments show that people will understand it bettee this way

rather than that way. Now that is a novel approach for most

people working.in editdrial

What we have really been trying to do is to serve as bro-

kers between the research world and the practical world that

churns out.paper and sends you notices in the mail, that demands

you fill out forms. We are making links between researchers on

the one hand that include people in linguistics, cognitive

psychology,'hUman-,factor psychology, graphics, among others, and

people actually in practice--teachers of writing (both in aca-

demic situations as well as in business and gosprnment), writers

themselves, editors Lino manage large teams of writers, graphic

designers, and bureaucrats who manage paper. How do we do this?.,

We perform research ourselves, write it up, aftd make it accessi-

ble to these people. We train them; 'for example,. we have

trained. Federal Trade Commission lawyers how to write regula-

tions. We 'are training people in the Education Department hbw

to design better forms. We do direct technical assistance with
0

people; fo,F example, if' you are applying for financial aid these

days from tre government, you, will fill out a-form that we have.

designed. We,work directly with people, helping to rewrite

regulations, warranties, insuran-e policies, and instruction

booklets.

N 0

We alsovtake a long view. Rather than simply correcting

pieces of paper, we also develop training programs to see that

this knowledge has an,"impact down the road." We have developed

,a,,curr2Culum in cleat writing for college students, worked with

collaborators at Carnegie-Mellon
Universityto develop a ?rad=

uatA program in this area, and are now in the middle of a three-
.

year project to develop clear writing curricula for lawyers.

There are 160 laws schools in this'country churning out lawyers

who can't write, and we wouldlike to do something about that.

we do some dissemination of our own. We publish a news-

letter, some how-to booklets, and some technical booklets for

publication specialists.

In helping keep this group of 15 'people, moving, I have been
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a journalist, an editor, a pgplisher, a promoter, a project
manager, a coordinator, an arranger of seminars and meetings,, an
Occasional deli mw boy and secretary, And a designer. And in

'bethq where I am with my company, I have been involved in such
-things as career education in high schools,. programs for preg-

nant mothers, the administration of state educational programs,
and research in gerontology--none of which I would have encoun-
tered.in previous university settings.

Let me move on to the differences between working in an
academic setting and working in a nonacademic setting. I have
four points which I think sum up the thing's I have encountered
and which gave me reason to pause. One is that, if you work in
a nonacademic setting, yoirwill be much more accountable for how
you spend your time. Comparing my graduate school experience
and my faculty experience with what I do now, I know how I spend
my time. I have to-write it down. f have to fill_tlut--&-time-'
sheet every month; it takes cie a couple_of-E6ars to work it out
and to make it come out right. -i complained about that voci-
ferouply. Now I look on it as an aid in planning, because I '

know that writing that chapter took me three days, or doing this
took me two and one-half hours. Next time an opportunity for a
project comes along, I will say I can do that in one week; ',know
how much time it takes. There is a Silver lining in the cloud.

Second, working in the nonacademic sector will make you
much more accountable for your actions and for the result§ of
your efforts because you- are expected to make a difference.
Someone has hired you to produce something that works. It has
to work atleastsomewhat. .You may also be hired to evalhate
it, in which case you have some leeway. Third is that_working
in a nonacademic sector involves much more teamwork and review
than I have ever seen in university settings. It is not a
cellular effort. You do not go away for three monthd, 'write a
paper, come back, turn it in, and say,;"Well, this is:it; this
is mybest effort. I worked on this; it's mine; it's done; it's
beautiful." You turd it in, and it may be incorporated into
something else. It may"get marked up quite a bit. Someone may
say, "This is the entirely wrong approach. Go backad do it
over again." In general, a very rigorous review th comes

, straight out of the industrial idea of quality control is '

applied to \th4 written products that'we reformed academics pro-
duce in these settingd. You have to learn how to get along with
colleagues in this setting.

The fourth difference is that_the work setting and the.,
information you-work with is much more proprietaryl there is
less freedom of information. You do not tell the world about
what yoU are doing in every case. You are a bit more con-
strained with cocktail chatter because so and so might be com-
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peting with you on a proposal, and you would "like him not to

know the approach you have taken until you have won that con-

tract from the government or from whomever.

Advice that I want to give. This is especially oriented

' toward students, and it is advice I wish I had had as a graduate

student. First, there are a number of things involved in cora-

mbnication skills that people should haire bit that they do not

normally get in graduate school. You have to begin to realize

how 'esoteric our discipline is and how unacquainted people are

with it. You have to be ready to adjust your explanations and

communication, whether written or oral, for people who are not

linguists. I have seen graduate students, when someone asks,

"Well, what are you working on these days?" go on and on about

the experiment and therefore alienate a potential employer who

expected a concise three-mihute description. Be prepared to say

it once and -to say it again, and again, for different ausliences.

I have seen people, especially graduate students, get up at one

,
meeting of a professional conference, give a paper, and the

following year give a paper which is built on the first year,

but which doesn't incorpOrate it in some way: They expect the

audience to be right there along with them as if they were

there. You have to be prepared to explain and explain again.

Say it concisely; learn how to give a 10-minute talk, a 20-

minute

.

talk, and a 30-minute talk. You are _going to- have to do

this on your own and to do it with a stopwatch.
Vs

. . Learn tiw to write. The only way you can do it is 111,4,

apprenticirng yourself to good s. Be wapared to learn

more about sting after you job. I thought I was a

good ter I started job, °and it 'turned out I was OK.

But I had a lot, to learn. An. I , have learned something; I have

grown as a writer -.- Don't clone your prof essers4 olodvtisors;

don' t make%yoursell into c,..,41y).,of these peliple 0:)ecause they

-
would probakely %never make Kt in the outside' wqrldi,

Promote yourself. and yotft,opapers out; 'mee -potential

employers before you are .on thie job market'. Advert e yottrself.

Publish your Clissertation.. If pout have rlot;dorie t, do it. And

40' ^ if. you think it is not publishable, then, whit.' are' you doing it?

A last bit of advice is never send aca ctirri -ifeklum vitae, to

employers in the nonacademic sectors 4They 'do not know whAlt '

curricula vita are. Send a resume, , .kedume is ,different

.. from a curriculum vitae. A curriculdm vitae ,sais wheV positions

you held. P, resume ,fells that' you have dohe, and that is what

employers are looking for, 'what youi experience- has been. Never

send that resumi without :a cover letter that helps the reader

understand .why you re ideal for the job',

,

5
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I am optimistic about jobs in the nonacademic'seCtor. Why?
Because of two basic facts about the world today: One, people
move, from country to country, from city to city. This involves
a lot of displacement of people speaking different languages
with different cultures and,with a need to learn new living
skills* it means there are going to be a lot of trainingspro-
grams around for the next two or three decades. A lot of them
are going to involve language Components.

A second point about th world today: People keep invent-
ing new products; every time you invent new produCts, especially

high-tech products, you, have to train people how to make them,
repair them, service them, and operate them. That involves
paperwork, manuals, training programs.', So, in short,'business

and government need linguists even though they don't know they
need them. It is up to us tip let them know how useful we can be.
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rLAIGUIE PbLICY AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS

DR. W/LLIAM LABOV. ProLessor of linguistics, University of
Pennsylvania; author of76Cciolinguistic Patterns, Language

in the inner City,' Therapeutic Discourse, and many others.

would like to contribute sosewideas on linguistic careers

that go beyond academic jobs And beyond internal problems of

linguistic theory, careers that contribute to the general

welfare. I will look at how research in historical linguistics,

syntax,' semantics, dialectology& phonology, can be applied to

issues of public life and0n particular, to issues-of injustice

and inequality -that affect large'numbers of people. I will talk

abOut three areas that I have been involved in peisonally simply

as examples of some of the problemse,that can involve an

increasingly large number -of- linguists.

One of the areas where linguistics has been used to attack

unjust social practices has.been in challenges to standardized

tests that operate as barriers toleocial mobility. A great deal

of effective work has been done in attacks on the Wepman audi-.

tory test for example, a test that is biased against speakers.

of,'the'Black Vernacular through the inclusion of items like

"ruth," "roof," "death," "deaf." The case I was most'involved

with in a small hearing wee a challenge to the examination

systems in the New York City police department., A black lieute=

nant had failed the test for. captain.. Twenty-five percent of

the questions concerned grammar,, things.,like the choice between

"He disapproved of my. doing it." "He'disapproved of-me doing

.it." "There's a number, of people."'"Thdre are a number of

people:" He claimed that these grammatical rules were not taught

in the high school that he attended and from which he got a

diploma. A small study I did confirmed that,: 1) The right

answers-to these questions capnotbe 1.earneci from listening to

educated people& but only 'from school training) and 2) educated

blacks in New York City who wrae and spoke well had not learned

them in their schools. The case wasn't resolved, but the

lieutenant was fOrCed to withdraw for other- reasons.

The second area Includes the question of the.responsibility,

of the-law-and the government to communicate information to the

public. The "plain English legislation" of the.lasi few years, -

and the efforts of the Document Design'Center, which have just.,

been discussed by Robbie Battietdri,4all into this as . I was

first involved here four yeargego-in aclaes a ict on case which

4
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involved'800 Steel workers in Pittsburgh, Rodgers vs. U.S.
,Steel. It concerned a claim for back pay against nine major
steel companies because of their diecriminationagainst blackt
steel workers and women. A national settlement had been , 4k;.4

arranged, but there was a local'case inpittsburgh- still 'lend-
ing that might have involved more midway. A committee represe*-
ing the nine major steel companies, the U.S. government,land
the United Steel Workerl of America was proposingtto send out
checks- for maybe six or seven-hundred dollars in Settlement of
the national case, but the Pittsburgh steel rkers would then
have towaive their interest in the local sut. The issue
invol d the objectivity and, comprehenSibili
of ver, written by that dommittee. Among
semattic bias, there was a notice to warn th

that; if there was any finding that arrived
and even if any finding of guilt was arrived
were awarded, it would be at least three yea
could be received.

-In this case, two colleagues contribute = work on the reads=
9f-the document to measure the syntac ccomplelaty. A;

Another -drew on work on the relation of syn x to semantics and
the scope of quantifiers to illuminate the b as introduced y
"at least, even, any." I introduced experim nts in a-conve
sational context, inthe'philadelphia black mmunity; tha
demonstrated that the negative bias, if any, s powerful nough-

to change the factual interpretation of a si ation from a posi-
tive to a negative one,_ats__An-the-senten-rde;" here's no qu stion
about us getting any money." or "There's no'q estion about us
getting the money." We also showed that the eatures of b as
were in complementary distribution with synta tic complexi y.
That is, where the notice of waiver was compr hensible, it
not objective. Where it was objective, 4.1toga incomprehen ible.
The judge was impressed enough with our arguments to invit one
of us to rewrite the document. The decision ventually we t the
other way. The document was used essentially s it was wt tten,
and the local case was lost. At the same time the 'opinio did
take note of the linguistic arguments as- not thout merit It

was apparently the first time the federal cotir had taken, look
at a linguistic argumeHt that related to the r sponsibilit of

the government, to indicate clearly to members .a,class action.
Afpir.that point, the lawyers, when asked to pr uce a bri f on

y of legal notice
other elements of
field workers

ut of the local case,
at and any damages
s,befdre any money

this question, came up with nothing..

The third area of linguistic action I'd li e to consi r

concerns the challenge to linguistic barriers i corporated in j.

'the Ann Arbor Black English case, an action'inv ving a
complaint of 11 black children against the Ann bor Board f
Education for-: neglecting language barriers and f iling to ach
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these children how to write standard English. Judge Joiner

ruled that no state ehal4rfAil to give children equal education'
through thq neglect of ,10.,guage barriers. This case was ini-

tiated by black Lawyers and linguists and their white allies.
Black linguists, notably Geneya Smitherman, played a major role

in organizing testimony. It was shown that: 1) The children

used the saMi, --at home as-the Black English Vernacular ---AN

described of c dren in New York, Washington, Detroit,,Los

Angeles. 2) This grammar showed indications of origin from an
Afro-Caribbean creole, and many strong and overlapping influen-
ces of southern syntax, from the areas where blacks have lived

and worked for centuries. 3) The teachers"' ignorance and, -

disregard of this dialect was one of the factors contributing to

reading failure.

4- Joiner's decision was a model of judicial clarity He

entered into the law, took note; as a matter of established fact,

the results of some 15 years' research bycreolists,

guists, and dialectologists. He observed that this case had

nothing to do with the use of Black English in the classroom,
which it what is usually discussed in public, but concerned the
most effective way of teaching standard English. He described'.'..,

it as a cry for. judicial help to ensure that another generation
pf black children would not be destined for illiteracy and

unemployment. He gave the Ann Arbor Board. of Education 30 days
to present a plan. for using our knowledge of /Black English,
.liMited as it may be, to improve the teaching of reading to
black children - -which they then did.

The effort to mobilize, -..to carry out experiments, is

usually not paid for in these cases. It is contributed as a

part of linguists' recognition' that their data bear on the

effort to reduce injustice and inequality. These are adversary

proceedings. Should linguists take putp.c stands? I think that

principles of objectivity can be reconciled with the principles. )1

of commitment that we all hold. For some linguists, like,Geneva'

Smitherman, the struggle for social justice isalmost a full

time career. For others, like me, it is part-time. We are suMMer

'soldiers, and we retreat to the university 'instead of wintering

at Valley Forge. But .there is some continuity-to this career.

-.There are Many ways that linguistic research can be brought to
bear on the issues of social inequality, and illegitimate'

authority. I have dealt with three"cases involving the Black

English situation. Other linguist's have engaged invissues con-

cerning the linguistic rights'ofIpkalaehian speakers, of Native

Americans, of Speakers of Spanish,,or Catalan, orRbmanY. There

is no area of linguistic research, no matter how abstract it may

seem at the moment, .that doe; not bear Cip these issues when it

is used. in the tight way. The Pittsburgh steel case slowed that

that Was 'irue.'"'
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Now it ,is sometimes said that linguists entering the field

in,1910 have no interest in socialo change, that economic
pressure has .wiped out their concern for their fellow human
beings. I don',t think that's so. Most linguists have a very
strong ,social conscience. But many have been persuaded that
linguistics has no value in the arena of public life, so they
lead divided, almost schtzophrenio, lives. The proliosal I am
making here is that in many 'oils, linguistic careers.can be
unified. We should not be too optimistic about what could be
accomplished. -There are vested interests in linguistic strati-

.' ficailon. But, in general, I think linguists agree on one prin -
ciple very clearly. We support standard languages, when they
serve as instruments of wider communication, and we work within \_.
them. But we oppose the use of standard languagei as barriers
to social mobility. It is possible that some of those who have
tried to use language to reinforce inherited privilege and ille-
gitimate authority will be less comfortable because linguists -

'have lived and worked. X think that is a reasonable enough
amber ion for any of us:
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LANGUAGE RESEARCH

DR. MARCIA FARR. Senior Associate and team leader for re-
search on writing, Natival Institute of Education.

The National Institute of Education (NIE) supports basin

research in various areas 9f education. There are three broad

program areas within NIE. I am in the Teaching and Learning

Program. A second program. area is concerned with such things as

school organization and educatidnal policy, and Eke third area

has to do with dissemination of fits and research on dissemina-
tion. Within the Teaching and Learning Program, there are five

divisions. / am in the one with the highest concentration, of

linguists, Readinwnd Language Studies. Other divisions are

Testing,. Assessment and Evaluation (which has supported some

linguistic work) and Learning and Development (which focuses
primarily on nonverbal cognitive and developmental work although
it has supported some linguistic work.)

The other two divisions within Teaching and Learning are
Teaching and Instruction and Home, Community, and Work. A

substantial ambunt of linguistic work has beery supported in the

Teaching and Instruction division, mostly classroom studies of

the teaching process. In 1978, the Teaching and Instruction
division began funding'a series of grants on teaching as a

linguistic process. These were awarded primarily to linguists

doing classroom research. Hbme, Community, and Work, to a

lesser degree, also has supported work on reading and writing;
it has been anthropological in large part and has been conducted

in home and community settings.

Within Reading and Language Studies, there is a,team on
reading, a team on writing, and a team on language learning,
which has Supported mostly bilingual education research.
head up the writing research team. Other people on the writing

research team are a sociolinguist (who sometimes calls himself
an ethnographer of communication), educational psycholinguiqt,

and master teacher. This team tries to work.together to
conceptualize a research agenda and to implement that agenda-

througbrcontracts and grants.

One of, the difficulties in working in'an organization like

this is that it is not an, academic institution--although about

75% of the professional staff are hired from universities. Most

of us are not -civil servants. We do not have tenure, so we are

fairly vilnerable when administrations change. I, myself, had

great difficulty, when I came to this job, and I have noticed

that other people coming straight from a teaching and research
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situation have great difficulty adjusting to working in the /

government. ,One of the reasons for this is that a government,
,employee must 'in the office daily from 9 to 5. Technically,:you
are-104d for being there, rather than for handling responsibili-
ties. It is terribly irritating at first, if you are used it()
being given responsibilities and carrying them out on your /own
schedule. You work at night if you work better at night and so
forth. It is-a very difficult adjustment to give up the auton-
omy of controlling your own schedule. Another fact of life in
government-which is difficult for academics to adjust to is that
almost all work is group effort, rather than individual. Your
writing is not your writing. I have seen people become furious
because they turn in something which is their best effort. Then
it goes through changes; people above, them in the hierarchy edit
A, sometimes making it worse than it was. I have had this
experience. ..However, you have to get used to the ideathat the
-means inAisome sense 'justify the ends, especially if you get
money for your field to support what you think is good research.

We support research through. two basic mechanisms. One
is a grants competition. -Grants are primarily-field initiated
studies; we set a certain amount of money aside and write a
grants'competition announcement, saying we want to support
research in certain areas. The winners of the competition are
awarded grants to do the work they have proposed. The last
several years we have had a theme of literacy. We have supported
research in reading comprehension, the teaching and learning of
writing skills, bilingualism, and what we call literacy (which
connotes readin4 and writing in context.) Linguists have been
increasingly supported as there have been more linguists on the
staff:'

The other way we implement our research agenda is through
RFPs, that is, Request For, Proposals. We write a very direted
call for research; we say we want you to do this -kind of a study
with this kind of a population with this_kind of metholodogy.
An example of an RFP is the Document Design Project that Robbin
has'been working-on. They are now funding themselves through
various means, but, initially, the project was conceptualized
by a man on our staff.-

the ability to ,communicate beyond your a;Mn.professional peer
group is'extremely *portant when you are working for the govern-
ment. From time to time, me are asked to do briefing papers for
someone in the administration, sometimes,for members of Congress,
and it is somewhat like teaching. You are teaching those who are
your bosses five layers up. To be effective you have. to develop
the ability., to explain what the research is all aboUi, justify
it, and communicate that-to people who are usually intelligent,
And educated, but not specialists. You are always in a position,
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when you work at this level in the government, of working for

people who know less than you do about what you are doing.

It is well.worth the effort to develop the "skill of writing

to people who know less than you. It is usefulbecause it

builds your program, that is, more of your koj cts get funded.

That is what you are supposed to'be doing, and is gratifying

tc.be able to do itsuccessfully.

In summary, then, sly,job is a combination of administrative

and management-type responsibilities, and intellectual and

research responsibilities. At this point,'agencies like mine in

the federal government are struggling 'to survive. People who are

trying'to balance the federal budget want to get rid of

everything that is'absolutely "not essential." So it is certainly

not the case that we are going to be able to hire anyone.; or even

have any_ money for this fiscal year forrgrants. Beause of this

I would like to offer suggestions-about where, besides the

government, you can do this-kiria_cfwork. One other obvious

,place is foundations. Many foundations have people with academic

backgrounds as their content. people, an arrangement similar to

government funding agencies. The people doing the actual program

work are the Ph.D.'s in content areas; as you go up the hier-

archy, people are less educated and less specAlized, although,

generally intelligent and capable: Consequently, I would assume'

the same advantages and drawbacks in working in the government

would also apply to many foundations. The other place I would

suggest,looking is the corporate world. There are indications

that companies like Xerox, IBM, and Marriott Corporation may be

taking an interest.in educational or literacy research. Enter-

prising linguists who can combine some research and'practice

ideas might do well with corporations. One example is teaching

literacy skills; and doing research on the teachingand learning

processes as you teach or as you4run the program. Feeding the

research back in to improve the practice would be a very

creative effort. 4

p.
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WESTIOH.AND ANSWEPERIOD

TIM HAYRICK, Temple University -

I'd like to comment-upon one area of employment or
linguists which has not really.been touched upon today,--the uni-
versity. I'm not talkingwabout higher education, in par-
ticular, but rather teaching writing to the neWgroups--they
call them nontraditional groupings of.studentsr-thitare coming,
into the universities nowadays. My perception is that employers
in English departments, specifically in...the rhetoric or com-
position departments, like to have lingui.sts teach these non-
traditional groupings. And you can reake money doing it. So, as
a linguist, I've never have any trouble making , money. I some-
times feel that I'm not doing linguistics,but actually I am.
I'm teaching the structure of language quite practically to
people. This xeally is an.area whete people can get jobs.

MANDEL Northeastern .University '

This is a questiOn-addressed to Dr. Xattison and to Dr.
Farr and to any of the others who would care -to respond. After
making the transition from the academic world to what is sock-
times called the real world, and having developed lines of
research and interest in your first incarnation, what do you
find are your opportUnities and,limitationssfor continuing. hose
research and exploratory interests, those4particular abilities
that you have developed, toward those lines in your second life?

BATTISON:

*
In_iy_particular_case,-I-have-worked-for-10-years-in sign

languages used by deaf people. I no longer do that except in a
minor capacity. I've kepi up'social contacts with people but
have not done any research, although.I have sought, at times, to
put together my new roes with clear writing in some application
with the deaf. I haven't qUite made that connection yet. How-
ever, I find that it hasn't been a kind of night and day exper-
ience, i.e., everything I did before thiq is no longer useful to
me. I found myself, rather,, gradually shading from one to the
other. A lot of the work I did toward'Ule end of *ny first
career was, in fact, centered on research synthesis and making
clear to others, to nonlinguistic audiences, what the linguistic
research on sign language is all about, and putting it inteedu-

....__
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cational practice.--For-ae that was a smooth transition. No, I

haven't made the link. Yes, to write some proposals.

FARR:

I don't feel tha-t the transition has been difficult for me?

My first research was in dialect variation and writing, rather

than oral language, so that when I went to the Institute and

began working on writing, there was a very easy transition. I

am now more interested in questions of teaching and learning

processes of writing development in children and adults. I have

found, for myself, that the key was paying my dues for a certain

number of years and gaining some credibility within the

Institute. And then,,saying, I want a day a week protected (to

do my own research). I know how to do what they want me to do,

so I'm valuable to them. Now they will give me a day a week.

What I'm doing fits in with the work I have to do at the

Institute, so it's completely justified. But if you don't get

the-time protected, you can't get iedone.

REES:

That is not a problem that face's linguists alone, or any
scholars who would like to be employedin a nonacademic setting.

I would call to your attention an outfit I think called the

Institute for Research in History, a Hey York based group. I

believe it was put together originally by a group_ of unemployed,

or underemployed, historians who needed the suppoit of one

another in order to maintain their interest and activity'in

research in history. This has become a very well -known group, a

very active one, and it's the kind of thing that'can be done in

any field of endeavor. It takes some people to get together'to

create such supportive structures. I suspect as more and more

-people-graduate from scholarly programs and find themselves in

the kind of situation-Marcia Farr did, that the development

and maintenance of such,a support grow for keeping alive a

layer of research in the more esoteric and less immediately__
applicable subject matters will become more and more important:------

ZEV BAR-LEV, San Diego University

I have a question for Mark Liberman. It's related to a

course I'll be giving in the spring, Linguistics and Computers.

It's two parts. After editing, you mentioned something about

the creation of artificial languages that I didn't quite catch.

And, what in computer science would you suggest for linguists to

take in a general way, for professional usefulness?
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LIBERMAN:

What I said.about creation of artificial languages is
that people do it all the time. Sometimes they do it well, and
sometimes they do it badly. There are a small number of cases
known to me where the people doing it include linguists, and
-they seem to me to be among the people doing it better. The
circumstances could involve anything. It's any circumstances in
which it is necessary forsome gro4 of people to get informa-
tion in and out of a compUter. And for some reason, an artifi-
cial language, say a query language,,or a language for entering
information about,j.nventory control or whatever, is appropriate
to be designed.

As to the second question, I think that really depends on
what, people want to do. The most important thing is, if
possible, to achieve sufficient mastery over the relevant areas
of computer technology that you can control it rather than
having it .control you. And that takes some time-and_effort.
It's not a novel difficulty. It's one that linguists frequently

4
comae up against with respect to linguistic formalism. You want
to.have sufficient understanding of the formalisms and their
mathematical underpinnings, so that you make them dO what you
want rather than being forced to do what they seem to suggest.,,..
The same thing is true for the use of compltatibnal techniques.
As for exactly what courses you should take), that depends
entirely on what's available and what you want to learn to be

to dd. 0

LABOV:

There's a shock effect when linguists with a background in
the humanities are faced with comiiuters. You cam lose six
months td-a year trying to get across that fundamental confron-
tation, concepts such as file, program, and so on. Beyond that,
I think it's fairly clear. If the computer is used for analy-
sis, you want people to know BASIC and FORTRAN. If they are
going to be using it for parsing and 'set theoretical stuff, that

appears to be LISP, and it seems to divide along those two lines
very clearly.

NANCY FRISHBERG:

I am another freelance linguist. Consulting is another way
people can continue to do linguistics and be a linguist but not

-

necessarily be attached to a single institution. I am hired by
izerious kinds of institutions which you're familiar with, includ-
Ing,some universities and colleges. Lots of those places don't
have other linguists and wouldn't want a full-time linguist
because that's not what they offer. I'm thinking here of com-
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munity colleges or technical institutes. But they do need--

people to advise their writing centers, to help them work with

foreign stude ts, to help them work with the varieties of lan-

guage and unication that come up in an educatior?al institu-

tion. I al o haye been working with the museums in New York,

because I have background with deaf audiences. The museums are

interested it deaf audiences and how they can use sign language

and do that well. And I hope that I'm adbising them well. I

expect to be working in this area for,a

I also should mention that I do'not use the word "linguistn_

or "linguistics" on my business card, because I've found that

that gives a glitch effect. People say, "Oh, which ones?", and

I know right away that we're notin the same ballpark. So I

chose a different term that seems to explain more what I dot

Then if people want an expansion on that, I'm happy to give the

2-minute version ok the 10-minute version of what I do. I seem

to be doing OK. I eat everyipilay, and I enjoy it. A lot of what .

I do ends up being like teaching. Sometimes it's called train-

ing;, sometimes it's called a seminar; sometimes it's called a

workshop; sometimes it's called .something else. It's like

teaching, and ,yet it's geared to the audience, usually/not very

many linguists ou there--butolots of people who are very

interested in language and whylanguage isn't speech, and why

neither language hor speech always means English, and things

like that.
0

Anonymous Questioner:

What do you. say on your business card?

FAISHBERG:

7
say now "Consultant in Sign Language and Interpreting,"

because thatrs largely what people hire me for these days. But

I'm thinking about the next wave too; I don't know what it will

be.

LABOV:

I think I should mention theexperience of Charlotte Lindy.

After years'of struggle, I think that Lindy had a firm foothold

on a number of contracts. Perhaps the most impressive to me has

been he contract with NASA. One of the publications which

just came out talked about the methodology fore ra

before

the

" tape recording made in airplanes in the 30 secon s fore they

crash (seeing what linguists can contribute to minimizing the
mistrandmittal of information, the failure of information pro-

cesses to somehow contribute to avoiding airplane accidents of

this kind).
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MARY ELLEN SHANKLIN, University of California, San Diego

.I have a queStion-forAtobbin. yOu said to promote yourself
before you're looking for a j613,--by-which I assume you mean to
try in some, way to_ make yourself known to the "real world." Do

yeu have some specific ideas on how those of us who are right
now living in ivory towers can become-visible before we're
looking for a job?

HAMMON:

As an undergraduate, I would duplicate about a hundred
copies of papers I wanted 'comments on and send them to people in
different-parts of the co try working on the same thing. That
led to some nice professiial ties later on. (I) corresponded
with people, wrote away for papers, got papers, talked with
people, went to all the conferences that I could, tried to get
on the programp. 'I thought of as an exercise in networking
which Would eventually ..pay off in jobs. And I did publish a
dissertation; that was an important point. I was told by my
boss later that that Was one of the crucial deciding factors in
hiring me. I had published my dissertation, and, dheregore,
was a good.promoter. Try that.

CECILY HOFFMAN:

I am also an employed linguist. I work for TRW, a defense
contracting company in California. I'd like to address the
question of what kind of computer science background yOu need,

if you're a linguists going into a computer. science area. My
.feeling was that Dr. Liberman gave \a rather bleak appearance of
what opportunities are available to linguists. I think I may be

the first linguist hired by TRW, and what I dois help design
user languages, i.e., the language that the person communicating
with the computer has to use to talk to the computer'and in
whichthe computer communicates back to the user. This is not
spoken; it's written on a screen. We're talking about dialog
and discourse between a systAm and a human being. It's fasci-

nating work. I took two programming courses which gave me the
_idea of what Computer scientists think about the world and six
years of linguistics. (I have a Master's degree.) Computer
science offered a paying jOb, a very nicely laying job, and the
educations} ogportunities continue. After I work for a year for

° this company, they will pay for my Ph.D. I'd strongly encourage

you to explore that. You do not need a degree in computer-
science to go into that field.

LIBERMAN:.

I didn't intend to give -a bleak picture of the possibili-
ties. What I intended to give was a bleak picture of the
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current situation, which I think is Largely due to the fact that
very few linguists have attempted to get jobs in these areas.

As a matter of fact, all of the linguists that I know who have
tried to get jobs doing this kind of work (I think thatomounts
.to about eight people) have succeeded quite easily. Now to go

on just a little bit more with what you said about the computer
sciences background. How much you need depends a lot on what

you would like .to do. At a minimum, I think that what was said

is what's required, i.e., you have to learn enough that you can
understand the language the people will be talking and under-
stand a little bit about hpw they are likely to think., Then you
can learn on the job. Once you've gotten over the initial hump
you will, if you apply-yourself, be able to learn everything you
need. For certain kinds of jobs, people will expect that you
will actually be able to walk in and not just understand what
people are saying, but you may have to be the one doing the.
talking. That, of course, requires a different kind of back-
ground. In general, I think the more of that kind of background
you have the better. But at a minimum, you need to able to 4

speak the language and then be willing to learn.

11.
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